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Society	  for	  Technology	  in	  Anesthesia	  Annual	  Meeting	  
	  
Dear	  STA	  Annual	  Meeting	  Attendee,	  
	  
On	  behalf	  of	  the	  program	  committee	  and	  Board	  of	  Directors,	  welcome	  to	  this	  year’s	  STA	  Annual	  Meeting.	  I	  would	  
personally	  like	  to	  thank	  Dr.	  Ravindra	  Prasad	  and	  Dr.	  Maxime	  Cannesson	  for	  organizing	  this	  event	  and	  securing	  the	  
outstanding	  faculty,	  who	  have	  generously	  given	  their	  time	  to	  prepare	  and	  present	  their	  lectures	  and	  demonstrations.	  
	  
The	  STA	  Annual	  Meeting	  affords	  an	  opportunity	  for	  clinicians,	  technicians,	  engineers	  and	  industry	  specialists	  at	  all	  levels	  
to	  meet	  and	  exchange	  ideas	  on	  the	  future	  of	  anesthesia	  and	  healthcare	  related	  technologies.	  	  	  We	  hope	  that	  you	  all	  take	  
advantage	  of	  this	  unique	  venue	  and	  take	  time	  to	  meet	  with	  your	  fellow	  attendees	  during	  the	  meeting.	  
	  
With	  the	  increasing	  fiscal	  and	  political	  challenges	  that	  face	  healthcare	  and	  industry,	  the	  Society	  for	  Technology	  in	  
Anesthesia	  and	  it’s	  Annual	  Meeting	  become	  more	  essential	  in	  understanding	  and	  shaping	  our	  future.	  	  As	  a	  Society,	  we	  
look	  for	  continued	  growth	  and	  new	  input	  moving	  forward.	  
	  
Thank	  you	  for	  joining	  us.	  	  We	  look	  forward	  to	  a	  successful	  meeting.	  
	  
D.	  John	  Doyle,	  MD.	  PhD	  
STA	  President	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  



 

Mission	  Statement	  	  
The	  Society’s	  mission	  is	  to	  improve	  the	  quality	  of	  patient	  care	  by	  improving	  technology	  and	  its	  application.	  The	  
Society	  promotes	  education,	  research,	  collaborates	  with	  location,	  national	  and	  international	  organizations,	  sponsors	  
meetings,	  exhibitions,	  awards	  grants,	  and	  recognizes	  achievement.	  
	  
	  
Meeting	  Objectives	  
1. Examine	  and	  identify	  problems	  and	  solutions	  in	  the	  anesthesia	  workspace	  with	  a	  special	  emphasis	  on	  exploring	  

new	  developments	  in	  drug	  delivery,	  information	  management	  and	  patient	  monitoring.	  
2. Explore	  human	  factors	  and	  ergonomic	  approaches	  to	  improving	  anesthetic	  medication	  delivery	  systems	  and	  

patient	  monitoring	  systems	  
3. Investigate	  safety	  technologies	  in	  domains	  such	  as	  aerospace	  engineering	  to	  see	  how	  they	  may	  relate	  to	  the	  

improvement	  of	  clinical	  care	  
4. Explore	  opportunities	  	  to	  advance	  and	  enhance	  environmentally	  responsible	  practices	  within	  anesthesia	  care.	  
	  
	  
CME	  Accreditation	  Statement	  
This	  activity	  has	  been	  planned	  and	  implemented	  with	  the	  Essential	  Areas	  of	  the	  Accreditation	  Council	  for	  Continuing	  
Medical	  Education	  (ACCME)	  through	  the	  joint	  sponsorship	  of	  the	  Society	  for	  Technology	  in	  Anesthesia	  	  (STA)	  and	  the	  
International	  Anesthesia	  Research	  Society	  (IARS.)	  The	  IARS	  is	  an	  accredited	  by	  the	  ACCME	  to	  provide	  continuing	  
medical	  education	  for	  physicians.	  The	  IARS	  designates	  this	  continuing	  medical	  educational	  meeting	  for	  a	  maximum	  
15.25	  AMA	  PRA	  Category	  1	  Credit(s)TM.	  Physicians	  should	  claim	  only	  those	  hours	  of	  credit	  that	  he/she	  actually	  
spent	  in	  the	  educational	  activity.	  
	  
	  
Speaker	  and	  Presenter	  Disclosure	  Statement	  	  
The	  International	  Anesthesia	  Research	  Society	  (IARS)	  adheres	  to	  ACCME	  standards	  regarding	  industry	  support	  of	  
continuing	  education.	  Disclosure	  of	  faculty	  and	  commercial	  relationships,	  if	  any	  will	  be	  made	  known	  at	  the	  activity.	  
Speakers	  are	  also	  expected	  to	  openly	  disclose	  inclusion	  or	  discussion	  pf	  any	  off-‐label,	  experimental,	  or	  
investigational	  use	  of	  drugs	  or	  devices	  in	  their	  presentations.	  	  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 

STA	  2011	  Annual	  Meeting	  Speakers	  
	  	  

Jim	  Bagian,	  MD,	  PE	  is	  an	  engineer	  and	  was	  a	  NASA	  scientific	  astronaut.	  He	  received	  a	  Bachelor	  of	  Science	  degree	  in	  
mechanical	  engineering	  from	  Drexel	  University	  and	  a	  doctorate	  in	  medicine	  from	  Thomas	  Jefferson	  University.	  Dr.	  
Bagian	  became	  a	  NASA	  astronaut	  in	  July	  1980.	  	  He	  took	  part	  in	  both	  the	  planning	  and	  provision	  of	  emergency	  medical	  
and	  rescue	  support	  for	  the	  first	  six	  shuttle	  flights.	  He	  served	  as	  the	  Astronaut	  Office	  coordinator	  for	  Space	  Shuttle	  
payload	  software	  and	  crew	  equipment,	  as	  well	  as	  supporting	  the	  development	  of	  a	  variety	  of	  payloads	  and	  participating	  
in	  the	  verification	  of	  Space	  Shuttle	  flight	  software.	  He	  was	  responsible	  for	  the	  development	  program	  and	  
implementation	  of	  the	  pressure	  suit	  used	  for	  crew	  escape	  and	  other	  crew	  survival	  equipment	  that	  was	  used	  on	  future	  
Shuttle	  missions.	  Dr.	  Bagian	  was	  in	  charge	  of	  Shuttle	  search	  and	  rescue	  planning	  and	  implementation	  for	  the	  Astronaut	  
Office.	  Dr.	  Bagian	  has	  authored	  numerous	  scientific	  papers	  in	  the	  fields	  of	  human	  factors,	  environmental	  and	  aerospace	  
medicine.	  A	  veteran	  of	  two	  space	  flights	  (STS-‐29	  in	  1989	  and	  STS-‐40	  in	  1991),	  and	  has	  logged	  over	  337	  hours	  in	  space.	  He	  
left	  NASA	  in	  1995.	  Dr.	  Bagain	  was	  elected	  to	  membership	  in	  the	  National	  Academy	  of	  Engineering	  and	  the	  Institute	  of	  
Medicine.	  Dr.	  Bagian	  is	  currently	  the	  Veterans	  Health	  Administration	  (VHA)	  Chief	  Patient	  Safety	  Officer,	  and	  Director	  of	  
the	  VA	  National	  Center	  for	  Patient	  Safety	  and	  is	  also	  a	  member	  of	  the	  Detroit	  Science	  Center's	  Board	  of	  Trustees.	  
*No	  Disclosure	  
	  
Charlotte	  Bell,	  MD	  is	  the	  Chair	  of	  the	  American	  Society	  of	  Anesthesiologists	  Committee	  on	  Equipments	  and	  Facilities.	  Dr.	  
Bell	  attended	  the	  University	  of	  Kansas	  School	  of	  Medicine	  and	  completed	  her	  residency	  at	  the	  University	  of	  California-‐	  
San	  Francisco.	  She	  is	  former	  Professor	  and	  Director	  of	  Pediatric	  Anesthesia	  at	  New	  York	  University.	  Currently,	  she	  is	  
employed	  by	  Milford	  Anesthesia	  Associates	  in	  Milford,	  Connecticut.	  Dr.	  Bell	  is	  a	  Past	  President	  of	  the	  Society	  for	  
Technology	  in	  Anesthesia.	  	  
*No	  Disclosure	  
	  
James	  Berry,	  MD	  is	  currently	  the	  Professor	  of	  Anesthesiology	  and	  Chief	  of	  the	  Division	  of	  Multispecialty	  Anesthesia.	  Dr.	  
Berry	  attended	  the	  University	  of	  Texas	  Medical	  School	  in	  Houston	  and	  went	  to	  complete	  a	  transitional	  internship	  at	  St.	  
Joseph’s	  Hospital	  in	  Houston,	  Texas.	  In	  addition,	  he	  completed	  a	  research	  fellowship	  with	  the	  Department	  of	  Biophysics	  
at	  the	  University	  of	  Houston	  and	  completed	  his	  residency	  in	  anesthesiology	  at	  the	  University	  of	  Texas.	  Dr.	  Berry’s	  
research	  specialty	  focuses	  on	  the	  environmental	  effects	  of	  inhaled	  anesthetics.	  	  	  
*No	  Disclosure	  
	  
George	  Blike,	  MD	  is	  the	  Medical	  Director	  of	  Patient	  Safety	  and	  Training	  Center	  at	  Dartmouth-‐Hitchcock	  Medical	  Center.	  
Dr.	  Blike	  attended	  medical	  school	  at	  the	  University	  of	  Cincinnati	  College	  of	  Medicine.	  He	  went	  on	  to	  complete	  his	  
internship	  at	  the	  Hartford	  Hospital	  in	  Hartford	  Connecticut	  and	  his	  Anesthesiology	  residency	  at	  the	  Yale-‐New	  Haven	  
Hospital.	  	  Dr.	  Blike	  joined	  the	  Dartmouth-‐Hitchcock	  Medical	  Center	  in	  1992.	  
*No	  Disclosure	  
	  
Frank	  Block	  Jr.,	  MD	  is	  a	  Professor	  of	  Anesthesiology	  at	  the	  University	  of	  Arkansas	  College	  of	  Medicine	  in	  Little	  Rock,	  
Arkansas.	  Dr.	  Block	  received	  his	  M.D.	  from	  the	  University	  of	  Virginia,	  where	  he	  would	  also	  go	  on	  to	  complete	  his	  
residency.	  Dr.	  Block	  would	  complete	  a	  fellowship	  in	  Anesthesiology	  at	  the	  University	  of	  North	  Carolina.	  	  
**Consultant	  Mind-‐Ray	  North	  America	  
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Jesse	  Ehrenfeld,	  MD,	  MPH	  is	  an	  Assistant	  Professor	  at	  Vanderbilt	  Medical	  School	  in	  the	  Department	  of	  Anesthesiology	  
where	  he	  serves	  as	  Director	  of	  the	  Center	  for	  Evidence	  Based	  Anesthesia	  and	  Director	  of	  the	  Perioperative	  Data	  Systems	  
Research	  Group.	  He	  received	  his	  M.D.	  from	  the	  University	  of	  Chicago	  Pritzker	  School	  of	  Medicine	  and	  his	  master’s	  
degree	  from	  the	  Harvard	  School	  of	  Public	  Health.	  Dr.	  Ehrenfeld’s	  research	  interests	  include	  bioinformatics	  and	  the	  
application	  of	  information	  technology	  to	  increase	  patient	  safety	  in	  the	  operating	  room	  environment.	  Dr.	  Ehrenfeld’s	  
work	  has	  led	  to	  the	  presentation	  of	  over	  40	  abstracts	  at	  national/international	  meetings	  and	  the	  publication	  of	  over	  a	  
dozen	  manuscripts	  in	  high	  impact	  journals.	  He	  has	  co-‐authored	  three	  textbooks	  and	  is	  co-‐editing	  three	  more.	  His	  work	  
around	  improving	  physiologic	  monitoring	  now	  includes	  five	  other	  major	  academic	  centers	  –	  where	  he	  is	  now	  
determining	  how	  decision	  support	  tools	  can	  best	  impact	  perioperative	  care.	  In	  addition	  to	  his	  burgeoning	  research	  
career,	  Dr.	  Ehrenfeld	  has	  received	  numerous	  teaching	  awards	  and	  serves	  on	  several	  distinguished	  national	  committees	  
including	  the	  ASA	  Standards	  &	  Practice	  Parameters	  Committee,	  the	  New	  England	  Journal	  of	  Medicine	  Publications	  
Committee,	  and	  the	  AMA	  Public	  Health	  Committee.	  
*No	  Disclosure	  
	  
Richard	  Epstein,	  MD	  is	  a	  Professor	  of	  Anesthesiology	  and	  the	  Director	  of	  Anesthesia	  Information	  Systems	  at	  tJefferson	  
Medical	  College	  in	  Philadelphia	  Pennsylvania.	  Dr.	  Epstein	  received	  his	  M.D.	  from	  the	  University	  of	  Pennsylvania	  School	  of	  
Medicine.	  Dr.	  Epstein’s	  expertise	  and	  research	  interests	  include;	  Anesthesia	  Information	  Management	  Systems,	  
Perioperative	  Decision	  Support,	  Drug	  Diversion	  Detection	  and	  Medical	  Informatics.	  
*No	  Disclosure	  
	  
Scott	  Kelley,	  MD	  received	  his	  M.D.	  from	  the	  University	  of	  California	  San	  Francisco.	  Prior	  to	  attending	  medical	  school	  Dr.	  
Kelley	  received	  his	  Master’s	  Degree	  in	  Biological	  Sciences	  from	  Stanford	  University.	  Currently,	  Dr.	  Kelley	  is	  the	  Vice	  
President	  of	  Medical	  Affairs	  for	  Covidien.	  	  
*	  Disclosure:	  Covidien	  
	  
Martin	  London,	  MD	  is	  a	  Professor	  of	  Clinical	  Anesthesia	  at	  the	  University	  of	  California	  San	  Francisco.	  His	  research	  
interests	  are	  in	  the	  field	  of	  cardiovascular	  anesthesia,	  theepidemiology	  of	  perioperative	  cardiovascular	  
morbidity/mortality	  and	  health	  services	  research	  in	  this	  area.	  Clinically,	  he	  provides	  anesthesia	  for	  adult	  cardiac,	  major	  
vascular	  and	  thoracic	  surgery.	  Dr.	  London	  is	  an	  active	  ember	  in	  the	  Society	  of	  Cardiovascular	  Anesthesiologists.	  
**	  Received	  Material	  &	  Educational	  Support	  Aspect	  Medical	  Systems.	  Consultant	  for	  Almaden	  IBM	  Research	  Laboratory	  
	  
Paul	  Mannheimer,	  PhD	  has	  more	  than	  25	  years	  of	  hands-‐on	  experience	  in	  corporate	  technology	  research	  and	  product	  
design	  of:	  patient	  monitors;	  reusable	  and	  single	  patient-‐use	  non-‐invasive	  sensors,	  optoelectronic	  devices,	  optical	  fibers	  
and	  fiber	  optics	  components.	  He	  was	  a	  key	  contributor	  in	  creating,	  developing	  and	  testing	  new	  products	  for	  use	  in	  
clinical	  settings	  with	  extensive	  practical	  experience	  in	  the	  regulatory,	  international	  standards	  and	  patent	  prosecution	  
process.	  He	  is	  the	  published	  author	  of	  numerous	  peer-‐reviewed	  research	  papers,	  abstracts	  and	  white-‐papers.	  He	  has	  
more	  than	  70	  issued	  patents	  with	  additional	  U.S.	  and	  foreign	  patents	  pending.	  	  He	  received	  his	  PhD	  in	  Biomedical	  
Engineering	  from	  the	  University	  of	  Lubeck,	  Germany.	  
**Disclosure:	  Consultant	  for	  Covidien/Nellcor	  
	  
Timothy	  Morey,	  MD	  currently	  serves	  as	  Professor	  of	  Anesthesiology	  at	  the	  University	  of	  Florida.	  His	  research	  efforts	  
revolve	  around	  medical	  applications	  of	  nanotechnology.	  Dr.	  Morey	  graduated	  from	  the	  University	  of	  Florida	  with	  a	  M.D.	  
and	  completed	  his	  residency	  at	  Shands	  Hospital	  at	  the	  University	  of	  Florida	  in	  Gainesville,	  FL.	  
*NanoMedex	  Pharmaceuticals,	  Inc.	  
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John	  Pawlowski,	  MD,	  PhD	  is	  the	  Co-‐	  Director	  of	  the	  Shapire	  Simulation	  and	  Skills	  Center	  at	  Beth	  Israel	  Deaconess	  
Medical	  Center	  in	  Boston.	  He	  is	  also	  the	  Director	  of	  Thoracic	  Anesthesia	  and	  an	  Assistant	  Professor	  of	  Anesthesiology	  at	  
Harvard	  Medical	  School.	  Dr.	  Pawlowski	  completed	  medical	  school	  at	  UMass	  Memorial	  Medical	  Center.	  He	  completed	  his	  
Residency	  in	  Anesthesiology	  and	  Fellowship	  in	  Cardiac	  Anesthesia	  at	  Massachusetts	  General	  Hospital	  .	  
*No	  Disclosure	  
	  
Michael	  Pilla,	  MD	  is	  an	  Associate	  Professor	  of	  Clinical	  Anesthesiology	  and	  Assistant	  Director,	  Residency	  Program	  in	  
Anesthesiology	  at	  Vanderbilt	  University	  School	  of	  Medicine.	  He	  earned	  his	  MD	  from	  the	  University	  of	  Pennsylvania	  
School	  of	  Medicine,	  and	  completed	  his	  anesthesiology	  residency	  at	  the	  Massachusetts	  General	  Hospital/Harvard	  
Medical	  School.	  He	  received	  advanced	  training	  in	  acupuncture	  from	  the	  UCLA/Helms	  Medical	  Institute	  and	  is	  a	  certified	  
acupuncturist.	  Following	  residency,	  Dr.	  Pilla	  practiced	  anesthesiology	  in	  the	  private	  sector	  before	  joining	  Vanderbilt	  in	  
2004	  as	  an	  Assistant	  Professor	  of	  Anesthesiology.	  His	  clinical	  interests	  include	  liver	  transplantation	  and	  vascular	  
anesthesia,	  while	  his	  academic	  interests	  include	  resident	  and	  student	  education,	  controlled	  substance	  diversion	  
protection,	  and	  provider	  and	  patient	  safety.	  He	  is	  the	  Director	  of	  Advanced	  Clinical	  Training,	  and	  co-‐directs	  one	  of	  the	  
four	  Vanderbilt	  Medical	  School	  Advisory	  Colleges,	  and	  as	  such	  is	  directly	  responsible	  for	  the	  career	  counseling	  and	  
wellness	  programs	  for	  one	  fourth	  of	  the	  students	  in	  the	  School	  of	  Medicine.	  
*No	  Disclosure	  
	  
Mohamed	  Rehman,	  MD	  is	  an	  Anesthesiologist	  in	  the	  Department	  of	  Anesthesiology	  and	  Critical	  Care	  Medicine,	  where	  
he	  is	  the	  Director	  of	  Health	  Information	  Management	  and	  the	  Director	  of	  Liver	  Transplants	  at	  the	  Children’s	  Hospital	  of	  
Philadelphia.	  Dr.	  Rehman	  attended	  Mysore	  Medical	  College	  in	  Mysore,	  India.	  He	  completed	  his	  residency	  at	  the	  
University	  of	  Miami.	  	  Dr.	  Rehman	  is	  a	  Past	  President	  of	  the	  Society	  for	  Technology	  in	  Anesthesia.	  
*No	  Disclosure	  
	  
Brian	  Rothman,	  MD	  is	  an	  Assistant	  Professor	  of	  Anesthesiology	  and	  Medical	  Director	  of	  Perioperative	  Informatics	  at	  
Vanderbilt	  University	  Medical	  Center.	  Dr.	  Rothman	  received	  his	  medical	  degree	  from	  the	  University	  of	  Cincinnati	  and	  
completed	  his	  residency	  training	  at	  The	  Johns	  Hopkins	  Hospital	  in	  Baltimore,	  MD.	  He	  currently	  serves	  on	  the	  Committee	  
for	  Electronic	  Media	  and	  Information	  Technology	  for	  the	  American	  Society	  of	  Anesthesiologists	  (ASA)	  and	  is	  a	  member	  of	  
the	  Board	  of	  Directors	  for	  the	  American	  Association	  of	  Clinical	  Directors	  (AACD).	  Dr.	  Rothman	  has	  presented	  at	  
numerous	  national	  meetings,	  and	  his	  research	  in	  mobile	  perioperative	  information	  management	  systems	  recently	  
received	  both	  the	  Innovation	  and	  Clinical	  Application	  of	  Technology	  Awards	  at	  the	  2010	  annual	  meeting	  of	  the	  Society	  
for	  Technology	  in	  Anesthesia  
*No	  Disclosure	  
	  
Susan	  Ryan,	  MD,	  PhD	  is	  a	  Professor	  in	  the	  Department	  of	  Anesthesia	  and	  Perioperative	  Care	  at	  the	  University	  of	  
California	  San	  Francisco.	  	  Dr.	  Ryan	  attended	  Stanford	  University	  and	  completed	  fellowships	  at	  the	  University	  of	  
California-‐	  San	  Francisco	  in	  Anesthesia	  and	  Critical	  Care.	  	  
*No	  Disclosure	  
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Noah	  Syroid,	  PhD	  has	  held	  positions	  as	  a	  Research	  Computer	  Scientist,	  Biomedical	  Engineer,	  and	  is	  the	  current	  technical	  
director	  for	  the	  University	  of	  Utah	  Center	  for	  Patient	  Simulation	  Department	  of	  Anesthesiology.	  He	  is	  an	  expert	  in	  the	  
area	  of	  pharmacokinetic	  and	  dynamic	  modeling	  and	  has	  published	  extensively	  in	  the	  area.	  He	  received	  his	  
undergraduate	  computer	  engineering	  degree	  and	  has	  over	  8	  years	  of	  experience	  in	  software	  engineering.	  He	  also	  has	  a	  
M.S.	  and	  6	  years	  experience	  in	  biomedical	  engineering	  in	  medical	  monitoring,	  pharmacologic	  modeling,	  
bioinstrumentation	  and	  scientific/information	  visualization.	  
**Shareholder	  Medvis	  
	  
Michael	  Vigoda,	  MD	  is	  a	  pediatric	  anesthesiologist	  at	  the	  University	  of	  Miami	  Miller	  School	  of	  Medicine.	  Since	  2003,	  he	  
has	  been	  the	  Director	  of	  the	  Center	  for	  Informatics	  and	  Perioperative	  Management	  in	  the	  Department	  of	  Anesthesiology	  
at	  the	  University	  of	  Miami.	  He	  was	  recently	  appointed	  co-‐Medical	  Director,	  Clinical	  Informatics	  for	  the	  University	  of	  
Miami	  Health	  System.	  
*No	  Disclosure	  
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Julian	  Goldman,	  MD	  
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Robert	  Loeb,	  MD	  
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Kirk	  Shelley,	  MD,	  PhD	  
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STA	  Annual	  Meeting	  2011:	  Daily	  Program	  Schedule	  
	  

Wednesday,	  January	  12,	  2011	  
18:00	  –	  19:30	   	   Rooms:	  3303-‐	  3306	   	   Opening	  Reception	  with	  Vendors	  &	  Registration	  	  
 
Thursday,	  January	  13,	  2011	  
07:00	  –	  08:00	   	   	  Rooms:	  3303	  -‐	  3306	   	   Registration	  &	  Continental	  Breakfast	  	  
	  
08:00	  –	  09:30	   Rooms:	  3501-‐3520	   	   	   Session	  1:	  Patient	  Safety	  
	   	   	   	   	   	  
08:00	  –	  08:15	   	   	   	   	   	   Opening	  Remarks	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   D.	  John	  Doyle,	  MD,	  PhD	  
	  
08:15	  –	  09:30	   Keynote	  Address:	  Patient	  Safety:	  It’s	  Not	  Rocket	  Science

	   	  
Jim	  Bagian,	  MD,	  PE	  

	  
09:30	  –	  10:00	   	   	   	   	   	   Break	  with	  Exhibits	  and	  Posters	  	  
	  
10:00	  –	  12:00	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Rooms:	  3501-‐3520	   Session	  2:	  Greening	  the	  OR:	  Improving	  the	  Anesthetic	  Eco-‐

Footprint	  
Susan	  Ryan,	  MD,	  PhD–	  Moderator	  

	  
10:00	  –	  10:15	   	   	   	   	   	   Introduction	  to	  Sustainable	  Healthcare	  
	  
	  
10:15	  -‐	  10:45	   Environmentally	  Responsible	  Anesthesia	  Equipment	  Choices:	  

Reuse?	  Dispose?	  Reprocess?	  	  
Charlotte	  Bell,	  MD	  

	  
10:45	  -‐	  11:15	   	   	   	   	   	   Inhaled	  Anesthetics:	  Greenhouse	  Gases	  in	  Our	  Practices	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   Susan	  Ryan,	  MD,	  PhD	  
	  
11:15	  –	  11:45	   	   	   	   	   	   Anesthetic	  Gas	  Capturing	  Systems	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   James	  Berry,	  MD	  
	  
11:45	  –	  12:00	   	   	   	   	   	   Panel	  Discussion	  
	  
12:00	  –	  13:15	   Rooms:	  3503-‐3505	   	   	   Lunch	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  



 

Thursday,	  January	  13,	  2011	  (continued)	  
13:15	  –	  15:00	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Rooms:	  3501-‐3502	   Session	  3:	  Drug	  Delivery	  &	  Monitoring	  Technology	  	  
	   	   John	  Pawlowski,	  MD,	  PhD-‐	  Moderator	  
	  
13:15	  –	  13:45	   	   Newer,	  Safer	  Anesthesia	  Drug	  Development	  
	   	   John	  Pawlowski,	  MD,	  PhD	  
	  
13:45	  –	  14:15	   	   Safe	  Technology	  in	  Drug	  Delivery	  
	   	   George	  Blike,	  MD	  
	  
14:15	  –	  14:45	   Drug	  Effect	  &	  Safety	  Monitors	  Using	  Processed	  EEG	  

Technology	  
	  	   	   	   	   	   	   	   Scott	  Kelley,	  MD	  
	  	  	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  	  
14:45	  –	  15:00	   	   	   	   	   	   Panel	  Discussion	  
	  
15:00	  15:15	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Rooms	  3303-‐3306	   	   Break	  with	  Exhibits	  and	  Posters	  
	  
15:15	  –	  17:00	   Rooms	  3501-‐3502	   	   	   Session	  4:	  Research	  Awards	  &	  Presentation	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   Kirk	  Shelley,	  MD,	  PhD	  –	  Moderator	  
	  
15:15	  -‐	  16:15	   	   	   	   	   	   Research	  Awards	  &	  Presentation	  
	  
16:15	  –	  17:00	   	   	   	   	   	   Guided	  Poster	  Viewing	  with	  Q&A	   	   	  
	  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Friday,	  January	  14,	  2011	  
07:00	  –	  08:15	   	   Rooms:	  3303	  –	  3306	   	   Registration	  &	  Continental	  Breakfast	  
	  

	  

STA	  Special	  Session	  
From	  Detection	  to	  Decision:	  

The	  Art,	  Science	  and	  Future	  of	  Non-‐Invasive	  Monitoring	  
Non-‐Invasive	  monitoring	  offers	  the	  possibility	  of	  obtaining	  meaningful	  physiological	  measurements	  without	  subjecting	  
the	  patient	  to	  any	  risk.	  There	  have	  been	  significant	  advances	  in	  non-‐invasive	  monitoring	  methods	  over	  the	  years	  and	  
the	  future	  holds	  even	  greater	  promise.	  Sensors	  and	  signal	  processing	  algorithms	  continue	  to	  improve.	  	  Ultimately,	  
monitors	  can	  enhance	  patient	  care	  by	  enabling	  physicians	  to	  make	  better	  decisions	  but	  the	  information	  must	  be	  
transferred	  to	  the	  clinician	  by	  way	  of	  displays	  and	  alarms.	  
 
08:15	  –	  10:00	  	   Rooms:	  3501-‐3502	   	   	   Session	  5:	  Sensors	  	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   Dwayne	  Westenskow,	  PhD	  –	  Moderator	  
	  
08:15	  –	  08:45	   	   	   	   	   	   Light	  Through	  Tissue	  	  

Paul	  Mannheimer,	  PhD	  
	  

08:45	  –	  09:15	   	   Gas	  Analysis	  
	   	   Timothy	  Morey,	  MD	  
	  
09:15	  –	  09:45	   	   Ultrasound	  
	   	   Martin	  London,	  MD	  
	  
09:45-‐1000	   	   Panel	  Discussion	  
	  
1000–	  1030	   	   Rooms:	  3303	  –	  3306	   	   Break	  with	  Exhibitors	  
	  
10:30	  –	  12:15	  	   Rooms:	  3501-‐3502	   	   	   Session	  6:	  Displays	  &	  Decision	  Making	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   Jeffery	  Feldman,	  MD–	  Moderator	  
	  
10:30	  –	  11:00	   	   	   	   	   	   Alarm	  Technology-‐	  Pitfalls	  &	  Promises	   	   	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   Frank	  Block,	  MD	  
	  
11:00	  –	  11:30	   	   	   	  	   	   	   Integrated	  &	  Smart	  Displays	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   Noah	  Syroid,	  MD	  
	  
11:30	  –	  12:00	   	   	   	   	   	   Bringing	  Data	  to	  the	  Provider:	  Remote	  Monitoring	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   George	  Blike,	  MD	  
	  
12:00	  –	  12:15	   	   	   	   	   	   Panel	  Discussion	  
	  



 

Friday,	  January	  14,	  2011	  (Continued)	  
12:15	  –	  13:30	   	   	   	   	   STA	  Business	  Luncheon	  &	  Awards	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   D.	  John	  Doyle,	  MD,	  PhD	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   President	  
	  
13:30	  –	  15:30	  	   	   	   	   	   Session	  7:	  Concurrent	  Workshops	  
	  
	   	   	   Room:	  3101	   	   Researchers	  Workshop	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   Kirk	  Shelley,	  MD,	  PhD	  
	  
	   	   	   Room:	  3102	   	   Computers	  in	  Anesthesia	  (CIA)	  Show	  &	  Tell	  Contest	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   Butch	  Loeb,	  MD	  
	  
	   	   	   Room:	  3103	   	   MPOG	  Workshop	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   Jim	  Blum,	  MD	  
	  
15:30	  –	  17:00	  	   	   	   	   	   Session	  8:	  Concurrent	  Workshops	  
	   	   	   Room:	  3105	   	   Interoperability	  Workshop	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   Julian	  Goldman,	  MD	  
	  
	   	   	   Room:	  3106	   	   ASA	  Advisory	  Group	  
	  
18:00	  –	  21:00	   	   	   	   	   Dinner	  at	  LAVO	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   (Included	  with	  the	  Attendee	  Registration	  Fee)	  
	  

 
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  

	  
	  

*Located	  in	  the	  Palazzo	  Wing	  of	  the	  Venetian	  Hotel.	  
This	  is	  a	  private	  event	  for	  STA-‐	  You	  MUST	  have	  your	  ticket	  and	  name	  badge	  to	  enter.	  NO	  EXCEPTIONS.	  

	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  



 

Saturday,	  January	  15,	  2011	  
07:15	  –	  08:00	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Outside	  3501-‐3502	  	   	   Registration	  &	  Continental	  Breakfast	  	  
	  
08:00	  –09:45	  	  	  	  	  	  Room	  3501-‐3502	   	   Session	  9:	  Data	  Driven	  Safety:	  Are	  We	  Ready?	  
	   	   	   	   Mohamed	  Rehman,	  MD-‐	  Moderator	  
	  
08:00	  –	  08:30	   	   	  	   	   	   	   Mohamed	  Rehamn,	  MD	  
08:30	  –	  09:00	   	   	   	   	   	   Richard	  Epstein,	  MD	  
09:00	  –	  09:30	   	   	   	   	   	   Jesse	  Ehrenfeld,	  MD	  
	  
09:30	  –	  09:45	   	   	   	   	   	   Panel	  Discussion	  
	  
09:45	  –10:30	  	  	  	  	  	  Room	  3501-‐3502	   	   Gravenstein	  Award	  Presentation	  
	   	   	   	   Lecture	  Presented	  By:	  David	  Gaba,	  MD	  	  
	  
10:30	  –	  12:15	  	  	  	  	  Room	  3501-‐3502	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Session	  10:	  Future	  of	  Monitoring-‐	  Best	  Practices	  

Brian	  Rothman,	  MD	  -‐	  Moderator	  
	  
10:30	  –	  11:00	   What	  Can	  We	  Learn	  About	  Monitoring	  From	  Other	  Industries	  	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   Michael	  Vigoda,	  MD,	  MBA	  
	  
11:00	  –	  11:30	  	   	   Outsmarting	  the	  Diverter:	  PharmaSmart	  
	   	   Michael	  Pilla,	  MD	  
	  
11:30	  –	  12:00	   Mobile	  Computing	  Platforms	  for	  Monitoring-‐	  Forms,	  

Functions	  &	  ROI	  
Brian	  Rothman,	  MD	  	  
	  

12:00	  –	  12:15	   	   Panel	  Discussion	  
	  
12:15	   	  	   STA	  Meeting	  Adjourns	  
	  

	  
	  

ALL	  Annual	  Meeting	  Presentations	  will	  post	  on	  the	  	  
STA	  Website	  	  

by	  
	  February	  15,	  2011	  

Please	  visit	  www.stahq.org	  
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Advanced Anesthesia Solutions, Inc.
Advanced Anesthesia is a highly technology-enabled billing service that 
utilizes our eXtract™ middle-ware software application to connect the 
industry’s premier Anesthesia Information Systems (AIMS) to our billing 
engine (or your own in-house system!). Our technology and solutions 
result in improved billing efficiency that dramatically reduces costs, 
maximizes revenues and provides significant ROI for the acquisition of 
AIMS technologies.

®

Codonics
Codonics, incorporated in 1982, is a privately held corporation head-
quartered in Cleveland, Ohio, and is a leading manufacturer of specialty 
printing solutions and archival systems for medical applications. Codon-
ics has regional offices in the U.S., Europe, Japan and China, and a strong 
commitment to continued development of innovative medical products 
compatible with existing technologies.

Covidien
Covidien is a leading global healthcare products company that creates 
innovative medical solutions for better patient outcomes and delivers 
value through clinical leadership and excellence. Covidien manufactures, 
distributes and services a diverse range of industry-leading product 
lines in three segments: Medical Devices, Pharmaceuticals and Medi-
cal Supplies. With 2010 revenue of $10.4 billion, Covidien has approxi-
mately 42,000 employees worldwide in more than 60 countries, and its 
products are sold in over 140 countries. Please visit www.covidien.com 
to learn more about our business. CovidienRespiratory and Monitoring 
Solutions, 6135 Gunbarrel Ave. Boulder, CO 80301, 800-635-5267

Dräger Medical
Dräger Medical is one of the world’s leading manufactures of medi-
cal equipment. The company offers products, services and integrated 
CareArea™ solutions throughout the patient care process; emergency 
care, preioperative care, critical care, prenatal care and home care. 
Dräger Medical employs nearly 6,000 people worldwide. 
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Edwards Lifesciences
Edwards Lifesciences strives to provide you with the valuable hemody-
namic information you need, how you need it, when you need it most. 
From the first Swan-Ganz pulmonary artery catheter, to the latest FloTrac 
sensor and PreSep continuous oximetry catheter – our goal remains: to 
provide you with the clarity you need, the moment you need it, in order 
to advance the care of the critically ill.  For educational resources and 
more information visit www.Edwards.com/CriticalCare.  Or download our 
free eLearning iPhone “App” at www.Edwards.com/ccApp.
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GE Healthcare
GE Healthcare is dedicated to helping transform healthcare delivery by 
driving critical breakthroughs in biology and technology. Our expertise 
in medical imaging and information technologies is enables healthcare 
professionals around the world to deliver new ways to predict, diagnose 
and treat disease earlier

Hanseatic Softwerk, Inc.
Smart Technology made in Germany. Everybody talks about electronic 
documentation; we help you get there. Starting you off with affordable 
and smart solutions we help you make the transition from paper to pa-
perless. As all our products are highly customized you can keep proven 
processes and workflows and don’t need to worry about learning to use 
a complicated interface. Hanseatic is proud to be the only provider that 
helps you increase compliance in documentation, so that the quality of 
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tions allow you further to be flexible. You can take your documentation 
software wherever you go. There is no need for costly hardware installa-
tions at the sites you are servicing. Give us a chance to explain how your 
practice can profit from our products while spending less than have the 
money on documentation compared to our cheapest competitor.

iMDsoft
iMDsoft is a leading provider of clinical information systems dedicated 
to automating the critical care and perioperative continuum. The Meta 
Vision™ suite is fully integrated, customizable solution for data collec-
tion and presentation, order management, clinical analysis and decision 
support. Major medical centers across the United States and Europe and 
Asia use iMDsoft technology to improve quality care, promote patient 
safety, enhance financial performance, support research and compliance 
while achieving sustainable market leadership.
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Masimo is a global medical technology company that develops and 
manufactures innovative noninvasive patient monitoring technologies, 
including medical devices and a wide array of sensors. A key medical 
technology innovator, Masimo is responsible for the invention of award-
winning noninvasive technologies that are revolutionizing patient moni-
toring, including Masimo SET® pulse oximetry, Masimo Rainbow SET® 
noninvasive and continuous hemoglobin (SpHb®), acoustic respiration 
rate (RRa™), and Masimo Patient SafetyNet™. 

Mindray North America
Mindray is a global medical device business with three established busi-
ness segments: Patient Monitoring and Life Support Products, In-Vitro 
Diagnostic Products, and Medical Imaging Systems. With more than 
4,500 employees and with R&D centers on three continents, Mindray of-
fers the medical community a range of innovative solutions designed to 
contain costs while ensuring the highest quality of patient care. Mindray 
measures our success by our customer’s satisfaction. Our clinical educa-
tion specialists provide the hospital staff with comprehensive, on-site 
training and in-service on demand 24-hours a day, 7-days a week. Our 
dedicated field service and in-house technical support organization are 
one of the largest direct service teams in the industry. Individually and 
collectively they are committed to enhancing patient care while protect-
ing your investment. 

Oridion Capnography, Inc.
Oridion provides capnography-based Real Ventilation Monitoring™ solu-
tions for all patients and clinical environments. Smart Capnography™ 
technologies provide the only indication of adequacy of ventilation and 
the earliest indication of airway compromise, improving airway manage-
ment and patient safety. 
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Philips Healthcare
Philips Healthcare is a worldwide provider of Diagnostic Imaging Prod-
ucts, Cardiac and Physiological Monitoring Systems and Information 
Management applications. Philips Healthcare currently offers point of 
care clinical information systems that automatically record, store and 
provide reports for a given care setting. Today Philips offers Medical IT 
solutions for the perioperative environment (CompuRecord), the OB 
environment (OB TraceVue) and the critical care environment (Intellivue 
Clinical information Portfolio Critical Care or ICIP, CC)

Picis
Picis, now part of Ingenix, is a global provider of innovative solutions 
that enable rapid and sustained delivery of clinical documentation, 
financial and operational results in the emergency departments, surgical 
suites and intensive care units of more than 2100 hospitals in 19 coun-
tries. For more information about Picis, visit www.picis.com.

Spectrum Medical, Inc.
Spectrum Medical provides Electronic Medical Record (EMR) technolo-
gies for Anesthesia, ICU, Perfusion, and ECMO specialties. The VIPER 
software interface is easy to use, highly intuitive, and completely cus-
tomizable to the hospital’s specific work flow requirements at each point 
of care.The EMR system ensures connectivity to OR devices and Hospital 
Information Systems.  LIVE VUE technology facilitates the presentation 
of real-time clinical information in a number of display formats that 
support the needs of both the clinical specialties as well as the hospital’s 
overall compliance programs.www.spectrummedical.com

Surgical Information Systems
SIS provides surgery management and anesthesia solutions that improve 
efficiency and quality for surgical services through the use of technol-
ogy. SIS’ fully integrated anesthesia solution enables anesthesiologists to 
electronically record/capture all necessary anesthesia record informa-
tion, increasing productivity and reducing costs by optimizing workflow 
and minimizing time spent on administrative tasks.
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Continuous and noninvasive Hemoglobin  
monitoring during Complex spine surgery�
Lauren Berkow, MD; Stephanie Rotolo; Erin Mirski
Johns Hopkins School of Medicine, Department of Anesthesiology and Critical Care Medicine, Baltimore, Maryland

Background: The ability to measure hemoglobin continuously and noninvasively during surgery may allow for a more 
rapid assessment of a patient’s condition and more appropriate blood management. This study evaluates the accuracy of 
noninvasive hemoglobin measurement via Pulse CO-Oximetry (SpHb) during complex spine surgeries compared to values 
obtained from laboratory CO-Oximetry (tHb).

Methods: After IRB approval and informed consent, 28 complex spine surgery patients wore a Rainbow Adult respos-
able sensor (rev E) connected to a Radical-7 Pulse CO-Oximeter (Masimo, Irvine CA) for the continuous measurement 
of SpHb, SpO2, pulse rate, and perfusion index. Patients were monitored with ASA standard monitors and an arterial 
and/or central venous line as part of their standard care., Blood samples were obtained hourly during the surgery and 
analyzed by the central laboratory with a Radiometer ABL800 CO-Oximeter (Radiometer America). The resulting tHb 
measurements were compared to SpHb values obtained at the time of the blood draw by calculating the bias, precision, 
and accuracy root mean square (ARMS ) for the data pairs (Table 1). A representative case of SpHb measurements and 
tHb over time is presented in Figure 1. 

Results: 

Table 1 Figure 1

Conclusion: Continuous, noninvasive hemoglobin monitoring with the Radical-7 Pulse CO-Oximeter demonstrated clini-
cally acceptable accuracy of hemoglobin status during spine surgery when compared to a standard laboratory reference 
device. Continuous noninvasive SpHb monitoring may lead to earlier intervention and improved patient safety and care in 
the OR setting.
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utilization and CHaraCteristiCs of a new vein finding deviCe
Franklin B Chiao, MD, MSc1; Thomas Mulroy, MD1; Franco Resta-Flarer, MD1; 
Vaclav Hrdlicka, MD1; Henry Bennett, PhD1 
St Lukes Roosevelt Hospital Center, New York, New York

Introduction: Securing venous access can be technically challenging and may require significant time. A vein finding 
device (VF) that is minimally invasive and portable would allow for improved patient care. We studied a VF (VueTek 
Scientific) that uses digitized infrared imaging on a head mounted display. It is designed to improve visualization of super-
ficial veins.

Methods: We designed a randomized prospective study to determine if there was a significant difference in the number of 
veins visible using the VF and conventional eyesight method (CM). Ten operators viewed a minimum of ten independent 
volunteers with both VF and CM. Order was randomized between VF and CM. A power analysis for moderate effect size, 
beta=0.9 required 97 samples. 

Results: 106 completed samples (212 observations) ranged in age from a few weeks to 72 years of age. Average age of 
patients was 35 (sd =22). BMI of patients averaged 25 (sd= 6). The VF took a mean time of 12 seconds (sd= 6) to place on 
the head and position comfortably. On average, 2.5 more veins were found with VF than CM (sd = 1.5, p<0.01). Age was a 
significant variable in the number of veins found. Gender, weight and skin color did not impact vein finding significantly.

Discussion: There were significantly more veins visible with VF than CM. Skin color (dark/light), weight (normal/obese) 
and gender (M/F) did not affect the VF advantage. Increasing age categories were associated with greater numbers of veins 
identified with VF.

Conclusion: Our study showed that the VF increased the number of veins visible by 2.5 veins (p<0.01). Advanced age was 
a significant predictor for number of additional veins found. The VF increases the number of veins visible for attempted 
cannulation and is worthy of further study. 

Abstract 2 

Age (years) CM VF Difference

<2 1.77(0.97) 3.44(1.42) 1.67(1.12)

2-17 4.80(2.76) 6.90(3.29) 2.10(1.25)

18-64 5.04(1.68) 7.62(3.03) 2.58(0.12)

65+ 6.00(3.02) 9.38(2.45) 3.38(0.74)

Total 4.79(2.99) 7.26(3.53) 2.47(1.54)
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automated pHase of anestHesia deteCtion  
for providing Context appropriate alerts
Dustin Dunsmuir; Jonathan Stinson; Dorothy Myers; Mark Ansermino
Department of Anesthesiology, British Columbia Children’s Hospital, Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada

Introduction: The increasing number of parameters being monitored in the operating room has consequently increased 
the number of alarms. With the introduction of intelligent clinical decision support systems such as iAssist [1], false alarms 
are even more likely. The knowledge rules within iAssist were designed for use in the stable phase of anesthesia, but the 
system lacked this context and fired rules throughout a case. In addition, clinicians have multiple tasks to perform at the 
start and end of a clinical case and do not have time to initiate the system between cases. To facilitate the automated detec-
tion of the phases of anesthesia we have developed a set of phase rules, which deactivate or activate the knowledge rules 
as appropriate.

Method: The rules for triggering the onset of 
each of three anesthesia phases: Start of Case, 
Stable Anesthesia, and End of Case, were 
selected by referencing real cases and expert 
clinician opinion. The expert system is initial-
ized with the selected knowledge rule set and 
the details of the first case. The system runs in 
standby mode until the start of case is detected, 
when graphs and trends are displayed and data 
recording is initiated. Upon detection of stable 
anesthesia, a popup window requests confirma-
tion to initialize the expert system.

Confirmation is required from the clinician when the end of case is detected for the system to enter standby mode. For 
each subsequent start of case the clinician is prompted to enter new case details. A 5 minute delay in further detection is 
introduced if the clinician cancels a phase change. Phases can be changed manually. The tuning of the phase rules have been 
iteratively improved. Twenty case recordings were examined with and without phase detection to determine the number of 
unnecessary alerts avoided. All cases were of at least an hour duration and half of the cases ran with phase detection in real 
time and half were run with phase detection offline.

Results: Phase detection eliminated a median (SD) of 6 (5.56) alerts per case during the induction of anesthesia. The dif-
ference in the number of outcomes was significant (Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-rank test p < 0.001). Of the 10 cases 
originally run without phase detection, 3 included clinician comments marking outcomes as occurring out of context dur-
ing induction of anesthesia. An additional benefit of the detection of Start of Case and End of Case is that record fusion is 
avoided (fusion of cases had occurred in 3 of the 10 pre-phase cases).

Discussion: The use of automatic phase detection has provided the intelligent monitoring system an awareness of the 
context in which support is provided. Phase detection has the potential to improve clinician performance by preventing 
unnecessary false alerts that degrade the response to clinical alerts. Future research will be directed towards demonstrating 
an improved response to true adverse events.

Abstract 3 
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development and implementation of a proCedure-speCifiC  
institutional protoCol for surgiCal propHy�laCtiC antibiotiCs
JC Gerancher, MD; John Williamson, PharmD; Chris Ohl, MD; Robert Sherertz, MD;  
Theresa Trivette, RN; Robert Couch, MS; Timothy Houle, PhD
Wake Forest University Baptist Medical Center, Winston Salem, North Carolina

Introduction: While the selection and timing of prophylactic antibiotics for surgery moves toward a system-based 
approach1,2, most institutions and Operating Room Information Systems (ORIS) rely on individual health care provider 
preferences. We describe the development and implementation of a procedure-based institutional protocol for the adminis-
tration of prophylactic antibiotics at Wake Forest University Baptist Medical Center (WFUBMC). 

Methods: The change to an institutional protocol was initiated by the WFUBMC Center for Antibiotic Utilization, 
Stewardship, & Epidemiology (CAUSE)--a multiple disciplinary group from our infectious disease, pharmacy, and quality 
departments. Antibiotic assignments where made by CAUSE and incorporated into our ORIS’s relational database (John 
Galt Systems, Winston Salem, NC). A new ORIS application (John Galt ProAnti) was developed as a dynamic link library 
(DLL). Completion of its guided user interface (GUI) was required in our Holding area, Regional area, Anesthesia, and 
PACU work flow. MSRA colonization status (Healthquest, McKesson Corporation, San Francisco CA) and allergy status 
(Centricity EMR, GE Healthcare,UK) were displayed via HL7 interfaces. Weight and age appropriate antibiotic dose was 
automatically populated, simultaneous documentation of a unique incision time was tied to antibiotic administration, and 
appropriate check boxes were included for documentation of variances. The application was set to ‘pop up’ initially upon 
starting the patient care record and then repeatedly for scheduled re-doses. 

Results: Editing and review of the entire database for 2136 procedures took CAUSE 8 months during which time the new 
GUI and database were live. Upon completion of edits in 12/2010, no measured parameter for antibiotic administration 
showed a lower level of compliance than apparent in 2/2010 when the project began. Overall compliance was higher and 
incomplete documentation lower to a statistically significant degree: 

Conclusion: Conversion from traditional provider preferences to procedure-specific institutional protocol was achieved with 
a statistically significant improvement in overall compliance. Although more complicated and obtrusive information was sup-
plied to anesthesia providers, on-time administration remained high. At the time of this presentation, the future of this protocol 
is unclear as the institution considers lease of a commercial ORIS which supports only provider-specific preferences. A true 
systems-based approach might be better achieved by software supporting procedure-specific institutional protocols.

References:

1. Bratzler DW, Houck PM. Antimicrobial prophylaxis for surgery: an advisory statement from the National Surgical 
Infection Prevention Project. Am J Surg 2005;189:395-404. 

2. CMS/TJC Specifications Manual for National Hospital Inpatient Quality Measures, Version 3.2 (2010). http://
www.jointcommission.org/PerformanceMeasurement/PerformanceMeasurement/Current+NHQM+Manual.htm

Table 1:Antibiotic Non-Compliance by Month (%) Table 2: Antibiotic Non-Compliance by Type

2/2010 12/2010 95% CI

Given when none recommended 20% 17% -1 to 7
None given when recommended 9% 6% -1 to 5
Given when different recommended 10% 11% -4 to 2
Incomplete documentation 3% 1%  0 to 3
Overall non-compliance 42% 35%  1 to 11
On-time delivery of antibiotic 98% 99%  -3 to 0
Number of patients/week 590 659
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wHat is a “valid” breatH? – metHodologiCal issues
Dustin Dunsmuir; Jonathan Stinson; Dorothy Myers; J Mark Ansermino
Department of Anesthesiology, British Columbia Children’s Hospital, Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada

Introduction: There is generally a lack of agreement about what constitutes a valid breath. A clear definition is particularly 
important to developers of computer based algorithms which estimate clinically important measures such as a respiratory 
rate, tidal volume and end-tidal gas measurements that are considered critical in the management of patients in clinical 
environments ranging from pre-hospital to the OR and ICU.

Discussion: The output of computer based algorithms is dependent upon the proper detection and clear definition of respi-
ratory events such as the start of breath (SOB), end of breath (EOB), and the transition between inspiratory and expiratory 
phases. These boundaries can be inferred in a number of ways – using a constituent component of the breath (e.g. CO2) 
or through more indirect measurements such as chest wall movement, or acoustic measurements. The definitions of SOB, 
EOB and what constitutes sufficient volume to be considered a breath are dependent upon clinical environment, context 
and technology. The criteria for what constitutes a patient effort or breath vary widely between the pre-hospital and hospital 
environments. Also what constitutes a useful gold standard needs further clarification. It is suggested that the criteria for 
breath detection and measurement should be optimized for the environment of use, clinical expectations and therapeutic 
procedure (e.g. procedural sedation, CPR, general anesthesia, and invasive and non-invasive ventilation). The relevant 
clinical and physiological questions asked in determining what is a breath also vary in a similar manner (e.g. is the breath 
“effective”, does it clear the deadspace, and does the breath represent a patient effort?). The issue is readily apparent with 
some algorithms where the reported breath rate can vary widely in presence of artifacts and small patient efforts. A recent 
study (1) using a large OR and ICU dataset found that the fraction of breaths for which the tidal volume was too small to 
clear the serial dead volume can be significant, and that algorithms which do not indicate the presence of very small breaths 
may fail to indicate hypoventilation. 

Conclusion: The criteria for what constitutes a valid breath need to clearly defined, context specific and clinically relevant. 
Algorithms need to better disclose their breath detection criteria and to be judged against relevant bench and clinical stan-
dards.

Reference:

1. Orr JA, Brewer LM, Jaffe MB. Evaluation of Adequacy of Tidal Volumes Using a Volumetric Capnography 
Reference Data Set. AARC 2010
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HemostatiC resusCitation in eleCtive surgery� Causing massive bleeding and 
emergenCy� surgery� after massive bleeding: a Computer simulation 
Jong Hun Jun, MD
Hanyang University Hospital, Seoul, South Korea

Background: Appropriate blood component therapy might be different between patients who receive elective surgery 
causing massive bleeding and patients who receive emergency surgery after traumatic massive bleeding, because trauma 
patients bleed undiluted blood initially and replacement typically lags behind blood loss. We compared them using com-
puter simulation in assumption that coagulopathy begins in less bleeding volume.

Method: We modified multi-compartment dynamic model developed by Hirshberg, and implemented it using STELLA 
9.0. In this model, blood pressure changes as blood volume fluctuate, and bleeding rate and transcapillary refill rate are 
controlled by blood pressure. Using this simulation, we compared elective surgery senario and trauma case senario. In both 
scenario, patients started to bleed at the rate of 50 ml/min. In elective surgery scenario, fluid was administered to maintain 
blood volume. But In trauma case senario, no fluid was supplied up to 30 minutes and no blood was supplied up to 50 
minutes. Each unit of PRBC was given when hematocrit decrease to27%, FFP was transfused when plasma was diluted to 
30% , and PC was transfused when platelet count became 50,000 /cc.

Results: Transfusion of FFP and PC was required at less bleeding volume in trauma case senario. In both senario, appropri-
ate PRBC: FFP ratio was 1: 0.47 until PC infusion was started, and PRBC: FFP: Platelet ratio was 1: 0.35 : 0.39 after PC 
infusion was started.

Conclusion: Coagulopathy begins in less bleeding volume when fluids are not administered, but it does not alter blood 
compartment ratio.
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a pilot evaluation of a novel sCreening tool  
for sleep related breatHing disorders 
Joshua Colman; Iris Shalev; Michal Ronen; Rachel Weissbrod; David Lain
Oridion Capnography, Inc, Jerusalem, Israel

Introduction: Polysomnography (PSG) is the standard procedure for the diagnosis of sleep related breathing disorders 
(SRBD) and patients are typically referred for overnight studies when they are identified as being at risk by a clinician. 
Various tools are in use today to identify patients at risk for SRBD and refer them subsequently for studies. The ASA 
(American Society of Anesthesiologists) and other professional bodies have published guidelines calling for the recognition 
of patients suffering from SRBD during perioperative care.

The Capnostream20p capnograph/pulse oximeter with SSDx algorithm is used in many hospital type environments when-
ever patient monitoring is required. The monitor provides an Apnea Index (AI), based on summation of the no-breath events 
per hour recognized by the capnograph, and an Oxygen Desaturation Index (ODI), using pulse oximetry. The information 
is presented in a simple summary report.

The purpose of our evaluation was to assess the level of agreement between the indices generated by the device and over-
night polysomnograph studies.

Methods: During routine overnight sleep studies 39 adult patients were monitored with the device. The sleep study was 
interpreted by a trained clinician who was blinded to the device. The AI and ODI values generated by the device were 
compared to the sleep study outcomes.

Results: A statistically significant model using the maximal AI and ODI values to predict OSA was defined. At a cut-off 
point of 19 – (ODI max+AI max) >19., sensitivity equals 0.87 and specificity 0.82. The PPV with actual prevalence of 0.68 
(per the clinical data gathered) equals 0.91 and NPV = 0.75. 

Conclusion: The results indicated that the device showed high sensitivity and specificity, and hence can be used as a tool 
for screening and assisting in the diagnosis of adult patients with medium and severe Obstructive Sleep Apnea in the hos-
pital environment.
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propofol and remifentanil sparing effeCt of nitrous  
oxide using Closed-loop anestHesia Controller 
Ngai Liu, MD, PhD1; Nathalie Boichut, MD2; Thierry Hérail, MD; Jean-Jacques Bussac, MD4; 
Jan Baars, MD, PhD5; Alain Charmeau6; Thierry Chazot, MD1; Marc Fischler, MD1 
1Department of Anesthesiology, Hôpital Foch, Suresnes, France.
2Department of Anesthesiology, Centre Hospitalier Universitaire de Besançon, France
3Department of Anesthesiology, Hôpital de Dreux, France
4Department of Anesthesiology, Institut P. Calmette, Marseille, France
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Background: We have developed a proportional-integral-derivative controller allowing closed-loop propofol and remifen-
tanil administration guided by the Bispectral (BIS) monitor1. Nitrous oxide (N2O) has a hypnotic and analgesic effect. We 
investigated whether the coadministration of N2O would reduce the amount of propofol and remifentanil required during 
closed-loop anesthesia maintenance. Drug consumption in all patients, in both men and women was analyzed.

Methods: Patients (ASA I-IV) who were scheduled for minor or major surgery lasting more than 1 hour were randomized 
in this multicenter trial (11 centers and 34 investigators, NCT00547209). After induction patients were allocated to receive 
60 % nitrous oxide-40 % oxygen (N2O group) or 60 % air – 40 % oxygen (Air Group). In both groups the Dual-loop con-
troller was used to provide induction and maintenance. Anesthesia depth was evaluated by the percentage of time in which 
the BIS was in the range 40-60 (BIS40-60). Data is presented as mean±SD. Statistical analysis was performed using student-t 
or Chi-squared tests; p<0.05 was considered significant.

Results: 302 patients were included in the N2O Group, 299 in the Air group. The Dual-loop controller was able to provide 
anesthesia induction and maintenance for all patients. N2O and Air groups were similar regarding age (56 ± 16 vs 57 ± 17 
yr), weight (74 ± 15 vs 74 ± 16 kg), height (169 ± 9 vs 168 ± 8 cm), maintenance duration (154 ± 106 vs 156 ± 105 min), 
sex ratio Male/Female (157/145 vs 154/145), use of neuromuscular blocking agent (43 vs 49 % of patients). At similar 
BIS40-60 (76 ± 15 vs 74 ± 13 %), N2O decreases propofol (4.8 ± 1.7 vs 5.1 ± 1.6 mg.kg-1.h-1, p=0.032) and not remifentanil 
(0.19 ± 0.09 vs 0.20 ± 0.10 µg.kg-1.min-1, NS) consumption, in the N20 vs Air group respectively. The subgroups of men, 
N2Omen(n=157) and Airrmen(n=154) were well balanced with respect to demography, morphometry and surgical procedure. 
At similar BIS40-60 (79 ± 14 vs 78 ± 13%), propofol (4.5 ± 1.8 vs 4.5 ± 1.2 mg.kg-1.h-1) and remifentanil (0.19 ± 0.09 vs 
0.18 ± 0.07 µg.kg-1.min-1) consumptions were similar (N2Omen vs Airmen group respectively). The subgroups of women, 
N2Owomen(n=145) and Airwomen(n=145) were well balanced with respect to demography, morphometry or surgical procedure. 
At similar BIS40-60 (73 ± 14 vs 71 ± 13), propofol (5.0 ± 1.7 vs 5.6 ± 1.8 mg.kg-1.h-1, p=0.004) and remifentanil (0.18 ± 
0.09 vs 0.21 ± 0.10 µg.kg-1.min-1, p=0.029) consumptions decreased with the coadministration of N2O (N2Owomen vs Airwomen 
group respectively). No cases of awareness with recall were recorded. 

Conclusions: The Dual-loop controller allowed an unbiased administration of propofol and remifentanil. These results 
demonstrated that the sparing effect of N2O on propofol and remifentanil consumption is related to gender. N2O coadmin-
istration allowed significant decrease of propofol and remifentanil consumption in women but the impact is not clinically 
relevant.

References: 

1. Liu et Al. Anesth&Analg in Press.
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end tidal Carbon dioxide levels prediCt CardiaC arrest
Harish Manyam, MD
Allegheny General Hospital, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

Introduction: End tidal carbon dioxide (CO2) correlates with cardiac output during cardiopulmonary resuscitation in car-
diac arrest patients. Increasing CO2 during CPR can also indicate the return of spontaneous circulation. 

Hypothesis: CO2 will decrease prior to a cardiac arrest in patients that are intubated in an intensive care setting. 

Methods: CO2 was continuously monitored and recorded every hour in forty-three patients who were intubated and on 
vasopressor medication. 

Results: There were four cardiac arrest events, six patients who were acutely withdrawn from care, and six patients who 
had hypotensive events (systolic blood pressure<90) while on vasopressors. CO2 measurements were evaluated in patients 
with an adverse event (acute withdrawal of care, cardiac arrest, and hypotension) at time periods of 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 hours 
prior to the adverse event. Normal patients were categorized as those patients enrolled who did not have an adverse event. 
Mean CO2 values were significantly higher in normal patients when compared to those in patients who had a cardiac arrest 
(30.18 + 4.93 vs. 17.45 + 4.76; p<0.001). CO2 levels were significantly lower in cardiac arrest patients when compared to 
hypotensive patients 1, 2, 3, and 4 hours prior to a cardiac arrest (see Table). CO2 levels were significantly lower in cardiac 
arrest patients when compared to patients who were acutely withdrawn from care 1,2,3, and 4 hours prior to event (see 
Table). CO2 levels 5 hours prior to hypotension or acute withdrawal of care were not significantly different than cardiac 
arrest (see Table).

Conclusion: CO2 levels are lower overall in cardiac arrest patients in comparison to normal patients. CO2 values are lower 
in the four hours prior to cardiac arrest patients in comparison to the four hours prior to a hypotensive event. A patient who 
is withdrawn from care does not have a decrease in CO2. Increased numbers are needed to see if this relationship holds 
true on a large scale.

Abstract 9 

Hour(s) prior to event Cardiac Arrest Hypotension (SBP<90) P value
1 16.50 20.67 P=0.013
2 16.25 21.83 P=0.013
3 16.50 22.67 P=0.002
4 16.75 21.33 P=0.024
5 21.25 21.33 P=0.99
Hour(s) prior to event Cardiac Arrest Acute Withdrawal of Care P value
1 16.50 23.29 P=0.016
2 16.25 24.43 P=0.001
3 16.50 25.29 P<0.001
4 16.75 26 P<0.001
5 21.25 24.86 P=0.43
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use of Capsule teCHnology�’s neuron® to interfaCe wirelessly� 
to tHe epiC™ intraoperative anestHesia module
Anil Marian, MD, FRCA; Frank Scamman, MD; Michael Todd, MD; Brian Hegland; Tim Hansohn; Kurt Wendel
University of Iowa Hospitals & Clinics, Iowa City, Iowa

The Department of Anesthesia at the University of Iowa Hospitals went live with the Epic intraoperative anesthesia module 
on November 8, 2010. For the interface between the anesthesia physiologic monitor and the anesthesia machine and Epic, 
we chose the Neuron, a relatively new product from Capsule. After extensive testing, for the fixed locations, we hard wired 
the Neuron into our Ethernet backbone. Having many satellite locations where hard wiring was impractical or impossible, 
we used the wireless feature of the Neuron to provide connectivity. After verifying that the wireless strength (WiFi) in all 
of the satellite locations was satisfactory, we installed the Neuron on 4 roaming anesthesia machines. For our Epic work-
stations, we use a Dell Latitude laptop as the CPU with a slaved touch-screen monitor and slide-pad keyboard mounted 
on an articulated arm on the right-hand side of the machine. In the satellite locations, the Dell also operates wirelessly. 
The Neuron uses a digital interface module to identify the device it is connected to. All the electrical mains connections- 
machine, laptop, anesthesia machine, Neuron, and touch screen come to a common power strip. On arrival at a new loca-
tion, the provider plugs the power strip into an electrical outlet and then turns on the Neuron and the laptop. While both are 
booting, the provider establishes the gas connections and checks out the machine. To initiate electronic record keeping, the 
provider opens the Epic application, selects the patient, launches the intraoperative module and starts data collection. The 
provider enters drugs and events as necessary

In more detail, we use the General Electric S/5 monitor and ADU anesthesia machine. The output of these is RS-232. The 
Neuron translates these data streams into TCP/IP and sends them over the hospital Ethernet backbone to the Capsule server. 
This server then translates the data streams to HL-7 and sends them through the Cloverleaf data switch to Epic. To ensure 
accuracy in patient data flow, Epic contains a look-up table that links the ID of the laptop with the ID of the Neuron. Since 
going live, this wireless system has performed flawlessly. 

This demonstrates the successful use of modern devices with wireless capability in optimal patient care and clinical docu-
mentation.

Abstract 10 
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downtime situations and autovalidation of CaCHed deviCe  
data in an modern eleCtroniC anestHesia reCord
Anil Marian, MD, FRCA; Frank Scamman, MD; Michael Todd, MD
University of Iowa Hospitals & Clinics, Iowa City, Iowa

At the University of Iowa Hospitals, we use Epic as our hospital information system. On November 8, 2010, we brought up 
the intraoperative module that allowed us to dispense with the paper record for the majority of our anesthetizing locations. 
A primary consideration in data integrity was what to do when the flow of data from the patient monitor and the anesthesia 
machine was interrupted. Our data flow starts with the RS-232 stream from the monitor and machine and is converted to 
TCP-IP by a Capsule Neuron® that then sends the data over our Ethernet backbone to the Capsule server. This server trans-
lates the data to HL-7 and sends it to Epic via a Cloverleaf® server. The Neuron and the Capsule and Cloverleaf servers are 
capable of caching data indefinitely if there is a failure further down the data stream. 

Perioperative data collection needs to be quick, efficient and reliable with minimal impact on the provider’s clinical work. 
Hence, data from devices and monitors flows directly into the record without the provider having to manually validate each 
data set, a process known as Autovalidation of Data. In downtime situations, as long as data flows into Neuron or further, 
when connectivity is restored, the cached data flows automatically into the record and populates the appropriate cells with 
the correct data for the duration of the downtime. The feature is very useful but has drawbacks. During downtime, if there 
is a change of patient in the OR, autovalidation could result in wrong data going into the wrong patient. In the situation 
where Epic itself was down, the provider would be unable to stop data collection for the first patient who no longer is in the 
OR. When connectivity is restored, all the cached data from the devices so far will flow into the record of the first patient. 
This problem, data going into the wrong patient’s record, was identified during downtime testing of each step in data flow 
in our simulation laboratory. 

This prompted us and Epic to develop a fix that would stop autovalidation after a defined period of downtime. In deciding 
the duration of this period, we wanted to make sure it was not too short, so that, for every brief downtime either planned 
or unplanned, autovalidation would not be stopped. Similarly if it were too long, there would be a possibility of a turn-
over happening during downtime and a new patient coming to the OR with wrong data into the previous patient’s record. 
Therefore, based on all these factors and historical turnover time of our ambulatory surgery operating rooms, we elected 
to set the duration of stop autovalidation at 10 minutes. For longer periods of downtime, we can do a manual validation of 
the data if the same patient is in the operating room. 

This is an important consideration for all institutions planning to implement electronic anesthesia records with modern 
devices, which have the ability to cache device data and autovalidate.
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Comparison of alpHabetiCal versus CategoriCal arrangement of mediCations 
for order entry� in an eleCtroniC anestHesia reCord sy�stem
Anil Marian, MD; Franklin Dexter, MD, PhD; Michael Todd, MD; Peter Tucker; Frank Scamman, MD
University of Iowa Hospitals & Clinics, Iowa City, Iowa

Introduction: Anesthesia records are different from other medical records because many data are recorded in a brief 
period by an individual who is engaged in vital tasks other than data entry. An especially demanding task is the record-
ing of administered intravenous medications. The electronic anesthesia record should be designed and configured to 
facilitate the accurate and prompt recording of 6-10 drugs administered coincidentally. To help us choose between 
options implementable in EPIC, we performed multiple systematic searches for experimental and observational studies 
of impact of display format for medication entry rate and found none. We therefore did a Quality Improvement project 
within our department. Clinicians completed a task of selecting medications form a simulated environment similar to 
EPIC’s Anesthesia Intraop module.

Methods: Two display formats were modeled on screens proposed for use with EPIC. Anesthesiologists and CRNAs were 
directed to select and enter a list 25 different medications into mock records in 2 minutes. We evaluated which format/lay-
out resulted in the most rapid completion of the data-entry task with the fewest errors. One layout had medications arranged 
in an alphabetical arrangement. The other had medications arranged in a categorical arrangement. From the results of this 
Departmental QI project we designed the EPIC Intraoperative Anesthesia Record.

To gather the information to assess speed and accuracy, we developed a web-based application utilizing ASP.net, jQuery 
and SQL Server to conduct an experiment. Subjects were divided into 3 groups; 1) <1 yr clinical experience 2) 1-3 yrs 
clinical experience 3) 4 or more years of clinical experience. 60 providers participated in the experiment, 20 in each group. 
Subjects were handed an Apple iPad with the application preloaded. Once they clicked the Start Trial button, they had 120 
seconds to find and tap drugs. Each subject completed three trials using each of the two templates. Each trial contained the 
same drugs but in a different sequence. After completing three trials, the subjects were given another interactive demon-
stration but with the other template. They then completed an additional three trials but using the other template. The drugs 
displayed in the same order for corresponding trials between the different templates. The number of drugs they could select 
in each trial and the number of errors was electronically stored in a database with no provider identifiers. The total time 
commitment for each subject was one session of approximately 20 minutes.

Results: For assessment to guide EPIC implementation, the overall difference in numbers of drugs entered was compared 
between alphabetical and categorical groups during the 3rd trial. Analysis was by Student’s paired t-test. During the first 
trial, alphabetical provided an average of 3.1 more drugs entered (95% CI 1.8 to 4.4, P < 0.0001). This result was expected 
since categories need to be learned. By the third trial, categorical had mean 5.6 more drugs entered (95% confidence 
interval 4.5 to 6.8, P < 0.0001). Numbers of drugs entered was more for categorical when analyzed by years of clinical 
experience: 0 years mean 6.1 more (N = 20, P < 0.0001), 1-3 years mean 5.8 (N = 20, P < 0.0001), and 4+ yr mean 5.0 (P 
< 0.0001). There was no difference in error rates between groups at either the first (P = 0.54) or third trials (P = 0.53). The 
5th and 95th percentiles of pairwise differences in error rates were -2 and +2 (i.e., symmetric, suggesting that not only on 
average but outlier providers there are no difference in error rates).

Conclusion: Based on these findings, categorical was used for implementation. As results were extreme, we expect that 
they would apply to other organizations. 
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suCCessful use of a test sy�stem (epiC poC) for aCHieving training and CompetenCe 
of end users before going live witH eleCtroniC anestHesia reCords
Anil Marian, MD, FRCA; Michael Todd, MD; Frank Scamman, MD; Mike Anderson, CRNA; 
Anita Gillet; Kathy McGowan
University of Iowa Hospitals & Clinics, Iowa City, Iowa

The University of Iowa went live with electronic anesthesia records on November 8th 2010. We are a major university 
hospital with more than 180 clinical providers including trainees and multiple anesthetizing locations. Transitioning from 
paper anesthesia records to electronic anesthesia records required adequate preparation and thorough training of all clinical 
providers. Classroom training is valuable in the early stages, but it has limitations. These limitations include

• Inability to cover all the required information in a limited time. 
• Poor acceptance from clinicians for IT training
• Clinicians often tired and hence uninterested or unable to grasp all information
• Class room situation very different from real-time OR situation
• Often forget what was presented in training by the time of go-live
• Limited time for hands on experience

Due to all these factors we explored the possibility of the anesthesia providers using the electronic record in parallel with 
the paper record for several weeks before going live. Use of actual record, EPIC PROD for this would result in inaccurate 
or incomplete data entry into actual patients’ medical records. EPIC POC (Proof of Concept) is a program that was designed 
for testing the system as well as to provide an arena to trial new changes. With the help of the hospital HCIS team, EPIC 
POC was transformed into a trial environment for clinicians to practice and ultimately achieve competence prior to initiat-
ing EPIC PROD.

Each clinician took part in a 2-hour classroom training session where they were given an introduction to the system. After 
this EPIC POC was made available for the clinicians in every OR. During the course of the day, they were instructed to 
make use of this system and encouraged to use the practice environment as though it was live, using factitious patients. 
They had the ability to start an anesthesia record, see how the data is collected, and work through various events, staff-
ing, attestations etc as they had time. After initial hesitation, the providers started using the system everyday. With this 
hands-on experience they became acclimated to the system and learned more than could have been possible in a classroom 
environment. This training period also provided the clinicians with the ability to provide feedback, which helped us tweak 
the system and make it even better. At the end of the 4-week period, all of our clinicians were proficient with the system. 
The result of this was an unbelievably smooth go-live. Even though extensive floor support was planned and provided, 
most providers required little if any help to make the overnight transition from paper to the electronic record. Even though 
2 weeks of floor support was planned, the Ambulatory Surgical Center was support free by the third day and the main OR 
did not require any extra support by the end of the first week. This allowed us to successfully go-live with satellite loca-
tions the following week.

We believe this novel technique, which was hugely successful in our institution for training clinicians in electronic anes-
thesia records, could be used by other major institutions with similar facilities as well.
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standardization of software levels, datex reCord interfaCe levels and 
outputs interfaCe levels of datex-oHmeda s/5ä monitors for implementing 
eleCtroniC anestHesia reCords and its Cost impliCations 
Anil Marian, MD, FRCA; Michael Todd, MD; Frank Scamman, MD 
University of Iowa Hospitals & Clinics, Iowa City, Iowa

The University of Iowa recently went live with electronic anesthesia records by EPIC systems. At our hospital we have dif-
ferent generations of GE/Datex-Ohmeda anesthesia machines, with different generations of Datex-Ohmeda S/5ä monitors 
attached to them. The output of these is RS-232. The Capsule device, Neuronâ, translates these data streams into TCP/IP 
and sends them over the hospital Ethernet backbone to the Capsule server. This server then translates the data streams to 
HL-7 and sends them through the Cloverleaf data switch to Epic. During the process of testing the integration of data from 
these machines and monitors to EPIC electronic anesthesia records, it was identified that these different generations of 
monitors had various versions of software, firmware and output levels. This could cause issues not only in the initial data 
validation and for downtime situations, but also would need more resources assigned for future updates and maintenance. 
Both the Department of Anesthesia and the Hospital Information Systems department were concerned about this. One 
example of problems with data flow was, older versions of S/5 monitor will not transmit entropy and NMT data into EPIC 
even though we could do real time monitoring, unless it was a certain level of Datex Record Interface level.

We found that for our S5 monitors there were 4 different software versions (ANE 03,05,06,07), 3 different Datex Record 
Interface (DRI) levels (2001,2003,2005) and 4 different Serial Output Interface levels. The estimated total cost of upgrad-
ing all these machines and monitors to the latest Software, DRI and Output levels came to around 150,000 USD. Extensive 
research and consultation with the GE engineers in Helsinki identified that the data output from the S/5 monitors was 
decided primarily by the DRI and the Output interface levels, as long as the software version was to a certain level. Apart 
from 4 very old monitors, all the other monitors with various software levels could be either dialed up or down to achieve 
a standard DRI (2003) and Output levels (8/9) by the local GE team. This meant that we had to upgrade the software lev-
els of just 4 machines to the latest software (ANE07) version and then could standardize the Output and DRI levels of all 
monitors by dialing them up or down. This dropped our cost of this upgrade from the initial estimate of 150,000 USD to 
around 10,000 USD. This included the cost of upgrading our central server that the department of anesthesia uses to see 
waveform fields from different monitors in real-time, so that it is compatible with the new DRI levels.

Since data from our Anesthesia Machines (ADU/Aespire/Aestiva) were either minimal or not digital, we did not upgrade 
or change any of the software or firmware versions of these Anesthesia Machines.

Any department that is in the process of transitioning from paper to electronic should consider these factors as well and 
should provide adequate time and resources to make sure that these kind of issues are taken care of before go-live
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use of a tablet Computer deviCe, tHe apple ipad, in tHe designing of order 
entry� sCreen for mediCation for an eleCtroniC anestHesia reCord
Anil Marian, MD, FRCA; Michael Todd, MD; Franklin Dexter, MD, PhD; Peter Tucker; Frank Scamman, MD
University of Iowa Hospitals & Clinics, Iowa City, Iowa

Electronic Medical Records are becoming the standard across the country. Many physicians would be using tablet com-
puters for accessing electronic records for the purpose of data entry and for reviewing clinical records in the near future. 
University of Iowa Hospitals recently went live with EPIC Electronic Anesthesia records. During the process of designing 
and testing the interface for Intraop Record, we decided to do a Quality Improvement study to compare comparing 2 dif-
ferent simulated layouts for medications order entry in electronic anesthesia record. One layout had medications arranged 
in an alphabetical arrangement and the other had medications arranged in a categorical arrangement. From the results of 
this Departmental QI project we designed the EPIC Intraoperative Anesthesia Record. 

In this project we wanted to measure speed and accuracy using either design. To gather this information we developed a 
web-based application utilizing ASP.net, jQuery and SQL Server to conduct an experiment. The experiment was given to 
clinical anesthesia providers when they were not involved in patient care. We got a total of 60 providers participating in 
the study. 

To run the web application for the trial, we decided to use the power, speed, portability, wireless connectivity and versatility 
of a new tablet computer- the Apple iPad. Subjects where handed an Apple iPad with the application preloaded. The prod-
uct had just come to the market and it satisfied all requirements of an easily portable mobile device that we could use for 
the study. We needed to carry the device around to various locations so that we can get a provider to do the trial. It needed 
wireless connectivity to access the web application from anywhere in the hospital. For this we used the hospital secure 
“staffnet” WiFi, which is accessible only by staff working within the hospital. The iPad had a touch screen interface, which 
was similar to the touch screens we were planning to install in all anesthetizing location for data entry into EPIC record. 
That meant that the data entry method for the study was similar to actual operating room scenario. It had reliable battery 
power which helped us make sure we were able to complete each trial without loss of power at different locations. With 
the help of this tablet device, we were able to reliably complete the study in a short time and were able to implement the 
results in our intraoperative record before go-live.

In short, we describe the novel and successful use of a new tablet computer device, the Apple iPad, for Quality Improvement 
study in a medical setup which helped us design the interface of our electronic anesthesia record better.

Abstract 15 
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use of a Human patient simulation Center to design and test  
an eleCtroniC anestHesia reCord before implementation
Anil Marian, MD, FRCA; Michael Todd, MD; Frank Scamman, MD; Anita Gillet; Tim Hansohn;  
Paul Leonard, MD; Ann Willemsen-Dunlap, CRNA; Joann Cutkomp
University of Iowa Hospitals & Clinics, Iowa City, Iowa

Human Patient Simulation Labs are designed to train clinicians by using simulated clinical scenarios and to improve 
psychomotor skills. We describe a novel use of the patient simulation laboratory to design, validate data and test downtime 
situations of a new electronic anesthesia record system that the Department of Anesthesia was implementing.

The University of Iowa Hospitals recently adopted EPIC electronic anesthesia records after a long preparation. During this 
time, we used our patient simulation lab for the purpose of designing and testing this interface. We have a fully equipped, 
state of the art, patient simulation lab that is configured primarily as an operating room. with an anesthesia machine- GE ADU 
and a Datex-Ohmeda S/5 monitor attached. The Department of Anesthesia Simulation Center is comprised of approximately 
400 square feet of simulation space. One arm is focused on psychomotor skills; the second arm of the curriculum is focused 
on clinical knowledge and the third arm of the curriculum is focused on team training and human factors. 

The primary adult mannequin in the Center is a METI Human Patient Simulator (HPS). The HPS is capable of a modeling 
a wide range of physiologic responses to the administration of drugs and other stimuli. Additionally, the facility has one 
infant mannequin, a METI Emergency Care Simulator (ECS) and a Laerdal Advanced Life Support (ALS) trainer. The 
METI HPS has the capability to model and display uptake and distribution of volatile anesthetic agents. The Andros module 
that creates and updates those models was only briefly used during development of the Anesthesia Record. Instead, fresh 
gas flows, along with the dial setting on an empty vaporizer, was recorded and ported over to EPIC. All physiological data 
were simulated including advanced cardiac monitoring like PAP, CO, etc. The only data that would not come out of the 
mannequin were Entropy and NMT. 

To do the design and testing, Capsule Neuronâ was set up in the Simlab, which sends the data from the ADU/S5 to Capsule 
Server and then to EPIC over the Ethernet. A test system, EPIC POC (Proof of Concept), was used for the purpose of 
validation and testing. All the data that came out of the S5 and the ADU were viewed from the doc flow sheets of EPIC as 
well as the anesthesia record.

In coordination with the Clinical Application wing and the Server team of the Hospital Information Sytems Department and 
EPIC developers, we were able to use the Simlab for the following purposes. 

A. Data validation
1. See whether all physiological data was getting populated
2. Validate the values of those data getting displayed
3. Validate the appropriate units of those data

B. Layout and Design

C. Testing of the System
1. Testing all down time situations by breaking the connections at the different points of the network.
2. Autovalidation of data and cached data after downtime situations.
3. Testing various generations of Datex-Ohmeda S5 monitors with different software versions and interface levels.

D. Training
1. Training our clinical superusers
2. Additional training for clinical providers after the initial class room training

Future plans for the patient simulation center includes using it as a site future testing and development and training of 
new members of the department. Additionally we are planning to develop the HPS Lab as a site, which other institutions, 
planning to implement similar anesthesia records, can also utilize to get their “superuser” staff trained and experienced with 
the system. 

Abstract 16 
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Hy�per-algesia: a little Known Condition in pain assessment and pain Control
Donna Nelson, RN; Elizabeth Card, RN, CPAN; Mary Jeskey, RN; Jennifer Lee, MS; Randall Malchow, MD; 
Damon Michaels, CCRP, BS; Neal Sanders, PhD; James Berry, MD
Vanderbilt University Medical Center, Nashville, Tennessee

HYPER-ALGESIA is a perception of pain out of the proportion to a given stimulus. This is a poorly understood condition 
that may impact outcomes of patient care and long term pain-control. A stimulus of pain that activates a cascade in the 
pre-synaptic neurons at NMDAR causes repeated messages via the dorsal horn of the spinal column.

HYPER-ALGESIA PATHWAY: 
• Calcium enters the cell by way of the NMDA channel activation.
• Intracellular signals take paths to cause increase pain transmission. 
• Neural signal repeats pain pathway.

Abstract 17 
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The novel wireless telemetry system detected

V/S of patient condition relating to HA. Study participant consented to wear device for 24 hours. Recorded vital signs of 
B/P, EKG, lead ll tracing with respiration, HR and SpO2 data from the non- invasive monitor.
Study FNTX 0549 (C)Participant HX: 51years of age signed consent preoperatively. Surgery admission for LTKR. 
Allergic- Codiene (pruritis), HTN, Asthma, with bronchitis reported 1X each yr. Non-compliant with OSA TX of CPAP. 
Renal insufficiency, Type II diabetes, V/S -SpO295%, B/P 104/69, HR 83, Ht.159cm., Wt.113Kg. 
IV meds given perioperatively; Fentanyl, Midazolam,Propofol, Hydromorphome.
Medications administered while on study that manifested as HA and led to Rapid response call; Hydromorphone 
4mg.,Oxycodone SR 20 mg., Oxycodone 10mg.p.o., Phenergan 12.5mg. Trazadone100mg.

Conclusion: With the innovation of a wireless defensive monitoring-device, technology offers safer surveillance of 
vital signs during postoperative stays. Patients requiring drug intervention for pain can receive safer care by a real time 
notification system and avoid the potential crisis of over sedation.
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a Computer-assisted personalized sedation sy�stem
Paul Niklewski1; Talmage Egan, MD2; James Martin, PhD1 
1Ethicon Endo-Surgery, Inc., Cincinnati, Ohio
2Department of Anesthesia, University of Utah, Salt Lake City, Utah

Introduction: The SEDASYS® System is an investigational computer-assisted personalized sedation system that is 
designed to facilitate the administration of minimal-to-moderate sedation with propofol. The system was designed using the 
ASA Practice Guidelines for Sedation and the FDA approved propofol labeling. The system provides many safety elements 
proposed by the anesthesia medical community based on decades of study and experience.

Implementation: The monitors included in the system are a pulse oximeter, a capnometer, electrocardiogram, non-invasive 
blood pressure, and a novel Automated Responsiveness Monitor (ARM). The ARM assesses the patient’s response time to 
mild verbal and tactile stimulus. The drug delivery algorithms in the system were designed to: 1) achieve the desired clini-
cal effect without overshoot, 2) adhere to dosing recommendations for sedation with propofol, and 3) enable precise titra-
tion of minimal-to-moderate sedation. Monitoring is integrated with drug delivery by employing rate limits and reductions 
based on the ARM. Propofol delivery will stop in response to decreased oxygen saturation or apnea. Oxygen is delivered 
at a rate that is depended on the patient’s arterial saturation.

Discussion: The system presented integrates ASA recommended monitoring with drug infusion algorithms that are con-
sistent with the propofol label. The system continuously monitors and responds to the patient’s physiological status. The 
integration of controlled infusion and monitoring provides a safe and effective means to deliver propofol.
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Closed-loop management of fluid administration using dy�namiC prediCtors  
of fluid responsiveness
J Rinehart; B Alexander; Z Kain; M Cannesson
Department of Anesthesiology & Perioperative Care, University of California Irvine, Orange, California

Introduction: Closed-loop management has been successfully demonstrated for many clinical applications but has been 
limited in fluid resuscitation due to the absence of reliable predictors of fluid responsiveness. We present simulation data 
for a novel closed-loop fluid-management algorithm using pulse pressure variation (PPV) as the input variable.

Methods: Using a software simulator which includes an idealized PPV output, three groups of simulations were run using 
a random set of baseline variables for each run. These baseline variables included weight, height, and hemodynamic param-
eters. The groups were massive hemorrhage (2,000 ml of blood loss over 20 minutes), steady hemorrhage (1,500 ml over 
1.5 hours), and small hemorrhage (500 ml over 1.5 hours). For each group two sets of simulations were performed: twenty 
were run without the closed-loop, and twenty with the closed-loop algorithm managing fluid resuscitation. Both groups 
received a 120ml/hour baseline infusion of lactated ringers.

Results: Conditions across all groups were similar at baseline. In the massive and steady hemorrhage groups, there was 
a significant difference between the control and the closed-loop managed sets in heart rate, mean arterial pressure, and 
cardiac output throughout the case and at the end of the simulation (Table 1). There was no significant difference between 
sets in the small hemorrhage group. The closed-loop usually administered fluid before clinical evidence of hemorrhage 
was apparent.

Discussion: The data from this study demonstrate that our novel algorithm functions well in an idealized testing environ-
ment. Future studies will focus on comparison of the algorithm to human management and then animal studies.

Table 1: Final hemodynamic parameters in simulated hemorrhage groups  
between the no intervention set and the Closed-loop managed set.

No 
Intervention 

(n=20)

Closed-Loop 
Management 

(n=20) p-Value*
Massive Hemorrhage

Fluid Given (ml) 300 ± 0 1869 ± 50
HR (bpm) 141 ± 29 72 ± 9 < 0.001
MAP (mmHg) 59 ± 26 91 ± 6 <0.001
CO (l/min) 3.2 ± 1.8 6.7 ± 0.9 <0.001

Moderate Hemorrhage
Fluid Given (ml) 300 ± 0 1543 ± 54
HR (bpm) 119 ± 32 73 ± 9 < 0.001
MAP (mmHg) 76 ± 10 88 ± 7 <0.005
CO (l/min) 5.0 ± 1.1 6.9 ± 0.8 <0.001

Slow Hemorrhage
Fluid Given (ml) 300 ± 0 653 ± 44
HR (bpm) 77 ± 10 72 ± 9 0.08
MAP (mmHg) 85 ± 7 87 ± 8.8 0.30
CO (l/min) 6.6 ± 1.0 6.5 ± 1.0 0.73

Data are presented as mean ± SD. HR = heart rate, MAP = mean arterial pressure, CO = cardiac output.
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effeCt of operation end time on tHe CirCadian pattern of  
self-administration of analgesiCs
Kwang Suk Seo, MD
Seoul National University Dental Hospital, Seoul, South Korea

Background: Our question was whether the diurnal pattern of postoperative pain is influenced by time of the operation 
completed. We evaluated the changes of circadian pattern of pain using patient-controlled analgesia (PCA). 

Methods: Under the IRB approval, we collected the data from the patients who received orthognatic two-jaw surgery. 
Total 91 adult patients satisfied the inclusion criteria and were divided into two groups (Group1: operation ended between 
12:00PM and 4:00PM, Group2: operation ended between 6:00PM and 8:00PM). The combination of 700 μg fentanil and 
150 mg ketolorac was diluted to 120 ml normal saline and connected to the PCA device. Basal infusion rate was set to 
1.0 ml/h, with bolus dose set to 1 ml, and lock-out time set to 15min. After 3 day infusion, we compared the frequency of 
pressing the buttons of PCA device as an hour basis among two groups.

Results: The number of patients who pressed the buttons in an hour basis decreased according to time and the most frequent 
time was from 2:00 to 3:00PM in Group1 (n=45) and from 8:00 to 9:00PM in group2 (n=46) (P < 0.05). However, one day 
after surgery, the frequency of pressing the buttons and the percentage of patients using the buttons were not different to 
each group (P > 0.05). Tendency of pressing the buttons was highest between 9:00AM to 10:00AM in both groups.

Conclusions: One day after surgery, the tendency of requiring the analgesics showed the uniform diurnal pattern in both 
groups who had different operational schedules. 
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tHe value of integrated pulmonary� index (ipi) monitoring  
during endosCopies in CHildren
Ron Shaoul, MD
Rambam Medical Center, Haifa, Israel

The IPI is a software tool that constitutes a representation of 4 parameters: End tidal CO2 (EtCO2), respiratory rate (RR), 
Oxygen saturation (SpO2) and pulse rate (PR), already displayed on a monitor, in the form of a single index value ranging 
from 1 to 10 with trend information. The IPI index has been validated for adults and for children older than 1 year of age. 

In this study we aimed to study the value of IPI monitoring using Capnostream20® during pediatric endoscopic procedures 
under general anesthesia (GA) and conscious sedation (CS). We specifically aimed to assess whether 1) IPI monitoring 
improves patient safety in the pediatric GI suite by reducing hypoxemia and respiratory depression events compared to 
regular monitoring with oxygen saturation and 2) to assess the safety net of different sedative medications as to adverse 
respiratory events and patient recovery. 

The IPI signal was monitored and analysed in order to detect IPI changes due to various parameters changes such as drug 
dosage per weight, drug type, and the presence of an anaesthetist. 

Results: Our data consisted of 124 measurements of 109 patients undergoing different procedures (upper endoscopy 84 
patients, colonoscopy 6 patients, both 9 patients). The data was divided into 3 groups based on the drug type used:Propofol 
only- 5 patients (group 1) Propofol & midazolam-89 patients (group 2), Propofol, midazolam & Fentanyl-15 patients 
(group 3). patients in group 2 and 3, had significantly higher IPI levels than group 1. A significantly lower IPI values were 
found between ages 4-6y compared to 7-12y years old. High midazolam dose was associated with lower IPI levels during 
the procedure. No significant differences were found for propofol doses. Patients who had an anaesthesist present had lower 
IPI levels during the procedure compared to those who did not. No differences were noted between the different procedures. 
IPI values were never higher than 4, a value indicating that the patient requires attention, in all cases of clinically significant 
respiratory events. IPI alerted all apnea episodes (58 events, IPI=1) and hypoxia (26 events, IPI<=3) episodes, whereas, 
pulse oximetry captured only the hypoxia episodes (IPI sensitivity=1, specificity 0.98, positive predictive value 0.95). 

Conclusions: Younger patient age, use of propofol alone, higher midazolam doses and presence of anesthetist are all associ-
ated with lower IPI levels. IPI monitoring adds to patient safety during endoscopic procedures. 
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Hemody�namiC CHanges induCed by� pneumoperitoneum and  
position CHange measured witH eCom
TS Shine, MD; Booyeon Han; D Corda, MD; S Aniskevich, MD; B Leone; SJ Brull, MD
Mayo Clinic, Jacksonville, Florida 
Princeton University, Princeton, New Jersey

Introduction: Laparoscopic surgery presents unique hemodynamic challenges for the anesthetic management of patients. 
Hemodynamic changes induced by pneumoperitoneum were measured using a new noninvasive device, the Endotracheal 
Cardiac Output Monitor (ECOM) (ConMed Corp, Utica, NY). This monitor provides measurements – including cardiac 
output (CO), systemic vascular resistance (SVR), and stroke volume variation (SVV) – that were previously unavailable 
noninvasively. A better understanding of the applicability and reliability of this new technology in the clinical setting is 
important for patient safety.

Methods: Hemodynamic parameters were measured using ECOM during laparoscopic surgery with the patients under-
going general anesthesia. ECOM requires an invasive arterial line for measuring blood pressure (BP), and a noninvasive 
endotracheal tube to measure bioimpedance of the blood flow through the ascending aorta. Cardiac output is calculated 
from these measurements. Data for cardiac output, systemic vascular resistance, and other hemodynamic parameters were 
collected with ECOM in seven patients. Measurements were recorded throughout the operation and insufflation and pneu-
moperitoneum release were noted. The data were analyzed using the paired two-sided T test using Microsoft Excel to find 
any significant changes from baseline in mean arterial pressure, cardiac output or systemic vascular resistance. The aver-
age increase from the baseline, the standard deviation, and the p-values were calculated. p-values <0.05 were considered 
statistically significant.
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Results: On average, pneumoperitoneum caused a 29.1% increase in blood pressure, a 3.2% increase in cardiac output, 
and a 44.9% increase in systemic vascular resistance (p<0.05). As shown in Figure, surgical incision induced an increase 
in the three monitored indices (MAP, CO and SVR), but this increase was not significant. In contrast, the induction of 
pneumoperitoneum resulted in a significant increase in MAP and SVR, and a concomitant decrease in CO. These changes 
in MAP and SVR reverted to baseline upon release of pneumoperitoneum (Figure).

Conclusion: These findings of significant increase in MAP and SVR are consistent with those found in literature (1-4) in 
cases where the parameters were measured invasively via pulmonary artery catheters. Based on these preliminary data, 
it appears that ECOM-derived hemodynamic changes reflect those obtained invasively. Therefore, ECOM’s noninvasive 
method to measure CO may be preferable in those patients in whom invasive monitoring is difficult or contraindicated. 

Although this study focused on the hemodynamic effects of pneumoperitoneum for laparoscopic surgery, there are other 
factors – such as respiratory and positional changes – that could affect the hemodynamic parameters. For future research, 
a more controlled study is planned.
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survey� of alarm limit settings for adult CapnograpHy� users 
Greg Spratt, BS, RRT, CPFT; Rachel Weissbrod, B Pharm, MBA; David Lain, PhD, JD, RRT
Oridion Capnography, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Introduction: Capnography or end-tidal carbon dioxide (etCO2) is used to monitor ventilation, provide respiratory rate and 
measure adequacy of ventilation through the measurement of exhaled carbon dioxide. In addition, waveforms provide continu-
ous and real-time feedback on airflow (i.e., apnea) and visual analysis of waveform shape is an indicator of airway obstruc-
tion/hypopneas, abnormal ventilatory patterns (hypo/hyperventilation), and as a diagnostic indicator for diseases with airway 
constriction.1 Usage has become the standard of care for monitoring ventilation in anesthetized patients in the Operating Room 
(OR) and is commonplace in the Intensive Care Unit (ICU) for intubated patients. Since the commercialization of sidestream 
capnography technology and non-invasive exhaled CO2 oral/nasal sampling interfaces, the use of non-intubated capnography 
has expanded outside of the OR and ICU into environments of the hospital where caregivers may be less familiar with these 
monitors (e.g., Procedural Sedation, Patient Controlled Analgesia, Emergency Department, and General Floor). 

The alarm settings on these monitors are important and have the potential to prevent untoward events and even deaths by 
alerting caregivers to dangerous situations such as apnea and significant changes in CO2 levels. However, excessive alarms 
including clinically-irrelevant alarms (‘nuisance alarms’ or false-positive alarms created by artifact) have been shown to 
desensitize caregivers to clinically-significant alarms and become a threat to patient safety.2,3,4 In addition, they are a source 
of aggravation to patients and family members, potentially reducing compliance with monitoring. Recently, algorithms 
have been developed which have been shown to significantly reduce such clinically insignificant alarms.5,6

Additionally, frequent non-clinical alarms may be created by inappropriately setting alarm limits at levels too close to nor-
mal ranges. Literature on how best to set alarm limits currently used is lacking. Our goal was to survey experienced users 
of capnography to determine the ranges of capnography alarm settings commonly used. Such information may be useful to 
new users in developing their own alarm limit protocols or defaults. 

Methods: To conduct our survey, an invitation to participate in a survey of alarm limits was sent to a list of experienced 
users. Recipients were provided with a link to a web portal (SurveyMonkey.com) for completion of the survey. Those 
that responded were asked to enter their institutions current alarm defaults based upon the population being served (adult, 
pediatric, or neonatal with results of the latter two being described elsewhere). Data was compiled and analyzed (Microsoft 
Excel) for mean, median, mode, and the range of values for each of these populations.

Results: Twenty one experienced users responded for adult applications of capnography. Potential entry errors due to use of 
different measurement units (i.e., kPa versus mmHg) were confirmed with the participants and omitted if unable to confirm.
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EtCO2 High EtCO2 Low FiCO2 High RR High RR Low No Breath (Apnea)
Mean 53.8 20.2 7.3 30.3 7.1 18.3

Median 52.5 22.5 8 29 8 20
Mode 60 30 8 30 8 20
Low 40 8 2 18 3 3
High 60 30 15 50 12 30
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Conclusions: Capnography use is has expanded outside traditional use environments creating many new clinical users 
that may be less familiar with capnography. Having access to alarms limits from experienced users may assist new users 
in developing their own alarm limits settings. Each institution and ordering physician should recognize that alarm limits 
should be adjusted based on the population being served and specific patient needs.
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integration of an interaCtive stepwise presurgiCal CHeCKlist  
into an eleCtroniC perioperative doCumentation suite 
Paul St. Jacques, MD; Dan France, PhD
Department of Anesthesiology, Vanderbilt University School of Medicine, Nashville, Tennessee

Introduction: Team use of checklists prior to complex or critical procedures improves safety be ensuring that all key fac-
tors have been considered prior to beginning. In the operating room, a presurgical time out or safety checklist has been 
recommended. However, ensuring compliance with this protocol has been problematic. In order to improve compliance 
with a standardized process, we developed and implemented a stepwise “time out” checklist as an interactive component 
of an existing perioperative documentation system.

Methods: A static individualized electronic patient safety whiteboard had been in place for several years in all of operating 
room locations at the Vanderbilt University Medical Center. The safety whiteboard is displayed on a 40” LCD panel in all 
operating rooms. It is visible to the entire team and referenced during the presurgical time out. The whiteboard software 
was modified to include a “pre time-out” mode which listed the required time out steps in red.(Fig 1) During the presurgi-
cal time out, as each item was announced, the circulator nurse checked a box for each item in the nursing documentation 
application.(Fig 2) As a result of each check mark, the items in the list turned green.(Fig3) At the end of the checklist, the 
whiteboard noted “time out complete” and reverted to its static state.(Fig 4)

 Figure 1 Figure 2

 Figure 3 Figure 4

Results: Observations of the time out process were recorded prior to and after the implementation of the new software. Eleven items 
related to time out completeness and quality were scored by observers. In 10 items, the stepwise timeout significantly improved the rate 
of compliance. In the 11th, presence of time out prior to procedure, no statistical difference was found.

Conclusion: Software modifications to an existing whiteboard can enhance team compliance with a standardized process by engag-
ing the team in stepwise documentation of each component of a complex sequence. Additional observations will be needed to assess 
longevity of the improvement.
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appliCation of aims data to tHe development of an optimal  
Care sCore for anestHesiologists
Paul St. Jacques, MD; Jesse Ehrenfeld, MD; William Furman, MD 
Department of Anesthesiology, Vanderbilt University School of Medicine, Nashville, Tennessee

Introduction: Evaluation of care provided by physicians is an important part of pay for performance (P4P) and ongoing 
professional practice evaluation (OPPE). An optimal care score is an “all or none” summary score which combines several 
recommended treatment components. Optimal care scores are calculated at the level of the individual patient or patient 
encounter and then summarized at the physician, service or hospital level. Optimal care protocols have been developed for 
diseases such as diabetes and heart failure management. We report the development of an optimal care score anesthesia 
related care delivered to surgical patients.

Methods: A computerized query was developed to assess five anesthesiology related treatments of surgical patients.(Table 
1) Data was obtained from an existing AIMS database. Optimal care was deemed to have been delivered if all five items 
were either successfully achieved or not applicable. An example of not applicable would be antibiotics N/A for patients 
on continuous abx or for those where . Anesthesiology attending physicians were then ranked on the percentage of their 
patients who received optimal care based on these criteria.

Results: Utilizing a custom developed computer query, it was possible to combine the four indicators of anesthesiology 
care into a unified optimal care score (Fig 1). We were further able to rank our providers in percentage of patients who 
received optimal care. The report was developed with hyperlinks to the relevant clinical documentation.(Fig 2) Physicians 
can use these links for validation and examination of cases which did not meet optimal care.

Conclusion: An optimal care score for anesthesiologists represents a novel methodology for assessing performance. 
Further work will examine if provision of the optimal care score incentivizes physicians to examine and improve their 
practice performance on these key indicators.
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Criteria
Prophylactic antibiotic administration
CDC central line compliance bundle
Severe vomiting
Pain control (postoperative)
Core body temperature management

Table 1: Criteria selected for optimal care Figure 1: Provider listing showing each anesthesiologist  
and their % of cases achieving optimal care

Figure 2: Individual practitioner report showing hyperlinks to documentation for each surgical 
case along with individual component scoring for each of the optimal care score parameters.
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influenCe of position on ventilation in tHe afriCan blaCK rHinoCeros  
(diCeros biCornis) undergoing anestHesia in tHe wild
P. du Preez1; A.A. Taft2, PhD, RRT; R.W. Radcliffe3; P.vdB Morkel4; M. Jago1; D.V. Nydam3; 
D. Lain5; M.M. Miller6; R.D. Gleed3 
1Namibia Ministry of Environment and Tourism
2Medical College of Georgia, Augusta, Georgia
3Cornell University, Ithaca, New York
4Frankfurt Zoological Society, Frankfurt, Germany
5Oridion Capnography, Inc.
6Zoological Society of the Palm Beaches, West Palm Beach, Florida

Background: The black rhinoceros (Diceros bicornis) is critically endangered with just over 4,000 animals surviving in 
southern Africa. Conservation efforts utilize potent opioids as a foundation for chemical restraint, resulting in respiratory 
depression, hypoventilation, hypoxemia, and hypercarbia. Preliminary data on the influence of posture on respiratory func-
tion was reported here (STA, 2009) but the debate over optimal positioning of rhinos during anesthesia continues. The 
purpose of this study was to expand on earlier findings and characterize the effects of posture on respiration during field 
anesthesia of free-ranging black rhinoceros.

Methods: Twenty-four black rhinoceros were anesthetized by remote injection of etorphine and azaperone; 15 rhinos (11 
male, 4 female; age 2.5 - 30 yr) had complete sets of data and were included in the analysis. Initial posture was systematical-
ly alternated between lateral (LAT) (n=9) and sternal (STE) (n=6) postures. Following initial data collection in one posture 
the animals were moved into the alternate posture and data collection repeated. Expired gas was collected and measured 
(Wright’s respirometer), while simultaneous arterial blood gas samples were analyzed for PaCO2 (iSTAT). End-tidal CO2 
(PETCO2) and mean exhaled CO2 (PĒCO2) were measured with a side stream capnograph (Microcap plus or Capnostream 
20). Ventilatory data was indexed for size by dividing values by spine length (m). Data were analyzed with descriptive, 
inferential (t-test or Mann-Whitney U Test), and general multivariable linear analysis methods using commercially avail-
able software (SAS Ver. 9.2)

Results: The average time from darting to data collection for posture 1 was 27.6 ± 4.7 min (mean ± SD) and 45.8 ± 6.6 
min for posture 2. Nine rhinos were placed in LAT and 6 in STE during posture 1. Average spine length was 2.28 ± 0.17 m. 
Minute ventilation (VE) averaged 86.8 ± 22.8 L/min, VE/spine averaged 38.0 ± 9.8 L/min/m, tidal volume (VT) averaged 
13.7 ± 4.4 L, VT/spine averaged 6.0 ± 1.8 L/m, dead space (VD) averaged 2.5 ± 2.6 L, VD/spine averaged 1.1 ± 1.1 L/m, 
and VD/VT averaged 18.6 ± 18.5%. PaCO2 averaged 48.5 ± 9.2 mmHg. There were no postural or time differences noted 
in the above values. PETCO2 averaged 43.3 ± 5.3 mmHg and was greater in STE (46.7 ± 4.0 mmHg) than in LAT (40.0 ± 
4.2 mmHg) P< 0.001. P(A-a)O2 averaged 19.3 ± 11.2 mmHg and was larger in LAT (26.1 ± 5.9 mmHg) than in STE (12.6 
± 11.3 mmHg) (P = 0.001). No time differences were noted in PETCO2 or P(A-a)O2 values.

Conclusions: In African Black Rhinoceros undergoing anesthesia in the wild, neither posture nor time affected ventilatory 
parameters (VE, VT, RR, VD). PETCO2 was smaller and P(A-a)O2 larger in LAT position when compared to STE irrespec-
tive of time. Although these changes in PETCO2 and P(A-a)O2 are consistent with changes in ventilation/perfusion (with 
greater deadspace ventilation in LAT position), we could not measure a postural difference in VD. Possible explanations 
for this inconsistency include postural effects on cardiovascular function or physiologic shunt, as well as difficulties in 
collection and measurement of exhaled gases and/or arterial blood.
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a universal airway� CirCuit Cap ConneCtor (tibbleCap™)
Adam Tibble, MD; Alvin Lee, MD; William Mazzei, MD; Jon Benumof, MD
Department of Anesthesiology, University of California San Diego 

Background: General anesthesia includes initial drug injections that induce unconsciousness and paralysis, causing a 
patient to stop breathing on their own. The ensuing moments are critical, as a failure to provide oxygen will result in cardiac 
arrest, brain damage, and ultimately, brain death. Anesthesiologists utilize a multitude of tubes, connectors, and adapters to 
provide oxygen to the patient during these critical times and throughout the duration of anesthesia. This abstract describes 
a novel universal airway connector (The TibbleCap™ - ActMD Inc., San Diego, CA) that ensures continuous delivery of 
life-sustaining oxygen. 

The Design: Surprisingly, no other connector like it exists. With its “Christmas tree-like” design, 
the proximal end fits the standard 15mm airway circuit on all breathing systems. Then, the torso 
of the connector has ridges to ensure a tight seal and tapers down to a terminal end with an internal 
diameter of 6mm. This terminal diameter ensures adequate ventilation and negates air trapping1; 
and, it only imparts an air-flow resistance similar to that of a size 7.0 to 7.5mm endotracheal tube2. 

A Few of its Multiple Uses:

Intubating through a “classic” style laryngeal mask à Just cut the LMA!

“Classic” style laryngeal masks are used in approximately 8 million surgeries per year in the United 
States alone. In the event of a “difficult airway” or other scenario, the practitioner can use scissors 
to cut the LMA at a significantly shorter length, then, place the connector firmly into the laryngeal 
mask tube. The cutting of the LMA solves the problem of the LMA being too long, and the universal 
connector allows ventilation to resume while a fiberoptic bronchoscope is summoned. The connec-
tor’s existence is what allows the practitioner to cut the LMA shorter and converts these LMAs into 
viable intubating conduits. The TibbleCap™ clearly enhances the utility of these laryngeal masks 1) 
in difficult airways; 2) in the pre-hospital ambulance or emergency department setting; 3) in elective 
C-spine cases requiring asleep fiberoptic intubation; and 4) as conversion to a secure airway for any 
patient with a previously placed “classic” LMA. 

Life-saving oxygenation through the outer cannula of a patient’s tracheostomy

Many tracheostomy designs have an outer cannula that does not connect directly to a 15mm 
airway circuit (ex. Shiley™). If a tracheostomy’s inner cannula becomes occluded (mucous 
plugging, etc) as often occurs, the TibbleCap™ can seat firmly within the patient’s outer 
cannula and provide vital oxygen. 

Replacing a lost endotracheal tube cap

The endotracheal tube’s associated 15mm airway circuit connector cap is often misplaced 
during fiber-optic intubation. As any anesthesiologist can tell you, it happens frequently. 
Instead of wasting a separate endotracheal tube solely for the use of its cap, the universal 
connector can be seated firmly into the endotracheal tube, allowing for ventilation.

Transtracheal Jet Ventilation (through a trans-cricothyroid membrane catheter)

Jet ventilation can take place through a traditional anesthesia machine’s oxygen flush valve, 
but it requires an elaborate contraption of putting an endotracheal tube into a 5ml syringe and 
inflating the balloon to form a seal. The TibbleCap™ can be seated directly into the syringe 
(3cc, 5cc, or 10cc), and eliminates the need for an endotracheal tube. Jet ventilation can 
then be performed through the traditional anesthesia machine, using the oxygen flush valve, 
TibbleCap™, syringe, and tracheal catheter.
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Summary: This universal circuit cap connector is incredibly functional with many of the tubes, connectors, and airways 
that are used in medicine. In an emergent scenario, it is integral in obtaining a “secure” airway, a crucial step in providing 
oxygen to a patient, saving his or her life, and preserving brain function. Additionally, the cap has tremendous utility in 
c-spine patients, tracheostomy patients, and can function as a replacement tube cap. No other “universal” connector exists 
that can connect different sized lumens to the standard 15mm airway circuit, and it should be present in all hospitals, oper-
ating rooms, emergency departments, and code bags.
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tHe air flow resistanCe profile of tHe universal airway� CirCuit Cap ConneCtor 
(tibbleCap™) Compared to various endotraCHeal tube sizes
Adam Tibble, MD; Alvin Lee, MD; William Mazzei, MD; Gerald Manecke, MD; Jon Benumof, MD
Department of Anesthesiology, University of California San Diego, San Diego, California

Background: The TibbleCap™ (ActMD Inc., San Diego, CA) is a novel universal airway circuit cap connector that allows 
“classic” style laryngeal masks to function as intubating conduits, provides life-saving oxygen through the outer cannula of 
a tracheostomy, doubles as a replacement endotracheal tube cap, and finally, simplifies transtracheal jet ventilation1. Upon 
first examination of its structure, the practitioner often voices legitimate concerns regarding the air flow resistance imparted 
by the TibbleCap™. In this study, the resistance profile of the TibbleCap™ is compared to various endotracheal tube sizes. 
Using Ohm’s law that resistance is directly related to the change in pressure divided by flow (R=∆P/Flow)2, a proximal 
pressure created by each resistor was measured at identical air flow rates to obtain resistance profiles for each tube or cap.

Materials and Methods: After passing a machine check-out, a Datex-Ohmeda™ Aestiva (model 17002-EX) anesthesia 
machine was attached to a standard circle system and set to hand ventilation mode. The pop-off valve was closed and the 
bag port was occluded, thus negating the compliance of the breathing bag, and keeping all air flow within the competent 
circuit. An arterial line pressure transducer was connected to the Y piece at the CO2 connection port. Identical airflows 
determined by flowmeters (5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30 Liters/min) and the O2 flush valve (oxygen direct to breathing circuit from 
central oxygen supply after passing first stage regulator) were run through the TibbleCap™ and assorted Mallinckrodt™ 
endotracheal tube sizes. The proximal ends of the resistors were connected to the anesthesia circuit at a secured location 
just above the transducer. The distal ends were left open to air/atmospheric pressure. Each flow rate was maintained for 
30 seconds and the proximal pressures transduced by the arterial line were recorded and verified by two authors and two 
independent observers. Three trials were taken at each flow rate and averaged. 

Results: The novel universal airway circuit cap connector (TibbleCap™) demonstrates a resistance profile between that of 
a 7.0mm endotracheal tube and a 7.5mm endotracheal tube (Figure 1). Additional data (Figure 2) showed that a TibbleCap 
attached to a 6.0mm tube creates pressures similar to a plain 6.0mm endotracheal tube. The TibbleCap attached to a 7.0mm 
tube mirrored the pressures between a 6.0mm and 7.0mm tube. Finally, the TibbleCap attached to an 8.0mm tube shows a 
resistance profile nearly identical to the TibbleCap alone (between a 7.0mm tube and a 7.5mm tube). 
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Discussion: Previously well-founded principles such as Bernoulli’s effect and turbulent air-flow characteristics are demon-
strated in this study. Increased pressure/potential energy is seen proximal to each resistor (Bernoulli); and pressure increases 
exponentially rather than linearly with increased flow, indicating that flow through the resistor is turbulent (turbulent flow: 
∆P α Flow²).
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fuzzy� sample entropy� deteCts post-sedation impairment of postural steadiness
A. Tietäväinen1, MSc; E. Hæggström1, PhD, MBA; J. E. Mandel2, MD, MS
1Department of Physics, University of Helsinki, Helsinki, Finland
2Department of Anesthesiology and Critical Care, University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine, Philadelphia

Introduction: Anesthetics impair postural steadiness leading to increased risk of falls. The residual effects of these drugs 
restrict outpatient throughput due to safe discharge considerations. A practical method to predict the fitness for ambulation 
and hence a safe discharge time could decrease the risk of postprocedure falls.

Methods: 103 patients (42 males, 61 females, 23-83 years, 150-193 cm, 51-135 kg) stood quietly on a Nintendo® Wii Fit 
balance board for 60 s before and 60 s after colonoscopy or endoscopy. The patients were sedated with Midazolam (21-132 
μg/kg) and Fentanyl (0-3.3 μg/kg). Fuzzy Sample Entropy (FSE)1 was used to quantify the regularity of the sway signal. 
The separation between the ‘before’ and ‘after’ conditions was determined using the area under the receiver operating 
characteristic curve (AUC) and a Wilcoxon signed rank test.

Results: FSE decreased in 92/103 patients, from 0.22±0.04 to 0.16±0.04 (AUC=0.85, p<0.001).

Figure 1: a) Fuzzy Sample Entropy before and after the sedation.  
b) Receiver operating characteristic curve with AUC=0.85.

Discussion: FSE detects the impairment of postural steadiness in most patients, and could therefore be used to test their 
fitness for ambulation. More powerful sway measures could help further separate the ‘before’ and ‘after’ conditions by 
providing larger AUC.

References: 
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analy�sis of tHe effiCaCy� of waveform CapnograpHy� monitoring  
using bag-valve-masK ventilation
Richard Wales, BS, RRT, RCP; Wayne Dyott, RCP, CRT
Shore Health Systems, University of Maryland, Easton, Maryland

Introduction: Microstream® capnography is applied to spontaneously breathing, assisted breathing and fully supported 
breathing during resuscitation. It has also been used effectively with noninvasive mask ventilation and CPAP. This analysis 
examines capnographic monitoring at two sites during simulated resuscitation with a bag-valve-mask (BVM) apparatus in 
normal subjects.

Methods: Following IRB approval and informed consent, 15 normal subjects between the ages of 20 and 57 were simulta-
neously monitored with two Oridion Capnostream™ 20 devices. One utilizing the Microstream® Smart Capnoline Plus™ 
Uni-junction™ Filterline® applied to the face per manufacturers instructions and the other connected inline with the BVM 
system (typical). The parameters monitored were PEtCO2, RR, SpO2%, FiCO2, HR, and Integrated Pulmonary Index (IPI™) 
as well as the graphic CO2 waveform. Subjects were monitored during nose breathing at: 3-minute baseline, mouth breath-
ing 3-minute baseline and assisted breathing for 6-minutes with BVM during nose breathing and in the sniffing position 
mouth breathing with readings taken every minute.

Results: The two monitors showed PEtCO2 was within ±2 torr during simultaneous monitoring with BVM supported 
breathing throughout both nose and mouth breathing. RR was within 1 breath for all BVM monitoring sessions. FiCO2 
greater than 0 was seen only with the Uni-junction™ appliance. There were no significant changes in PEtCO2 using the Uni-
junction™ between nose breathing baseline, BVM nose breathing, mouth breathing baseline, or BVM mouth breathing.

Discussion: Effective and accurate measurement of ventilation is critical while monitoring patients during resuscitation. 
Capnographic measurement of effective ventilation and return of spontaneous circulation is paramount during CPR or 
while supporting ventilation. Limitations of the typical inline monitoring are that PEtCO2 monitoring is lost when the mask 
is removed after the patient returns to spontaneous breathing and FiCO2, indicating deadspace ventilation (rebreathing 
of CO2 in mask) is not seen with the typical inline monitoring. Flexibility and continuous monitoring of capnography is 
enhanced using the Uni-junction™ during mask ventilation and during periods of spontaneous breathing.

Conclusion: There were no significant differences in monitoring the subjects when comparing the Uni-junction™ 
Filterline® to the typical inline monitoring with the BVM. The Uni-junction™ Filterline® provides continuous monitoring 
of patient’s breathing when the BVM is removed whereas the typical inline system does not provide measurement because 
the system has been removed from the patient. 
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CapnograpHy� improves deteCtion of respiratory� events  
during proCedural sedation: a meta-analy�sis
Jonathan B. Waugh, PhD1; Yulia A. Khodneva, MD2; Chad A. Epps, MD1,3 
1School of Health Professions – Clinical and Diagnostic Sciences Department, University of Alabama at Birmingham, Birmingham, Alabama
2School of Public Health – Department of Health Behavior; University of Alabama at Birmingham, Birmingham, Alabama
3School of Medicine – Department of Anesthesiology; University of Alabama at Birmingham, Birmingham, Alabama

Introduction: The use of procedural sedation and analgesia (PSA) has increased in frequency and scope, including emer-
gent settings inside and outside of the hospital. Although end-tidal CO2 (EtCO2) monitoring is routinely used during general 
anesthesia to monitor ventilatory status, this is not the case for PSA. Pulse oximetry and visual inspection, both with inher-
ent limitations; represent the current standards of care for monitoring ventilatory status during PSA. EtCO2 monitoring may 
be a preferable method for detecting alveolar hypoventilation and preventing hypoxemia during PSA but is not widely used 
in this setting. Our study objective was to determine if capnography in addition to standard monitoring improved detection 
of respiratory events compared to standard monitoring alone. 

Materials and Methods: A literature search was conducted using the electronic databases PubMed, CINAHL, and 
Cochrane Library (Cochrane Reviews, CENTRAL) for studies published between 1995-2009 reporting adverse respiratory 
events during procedural sedation and analgesia with clearly defined EtCO2 threshold, clear study design, p-value calcula-
tion, similar outcome and predictor variable definitions, and binary independent and dependent variable raw data. To limit 
threats from variations in practice, only reports of adults in the USA were included. Five such studies were evaluated inde-
pendently. A meta-analysis of these studies was performed. 

Results: During PSA, cases of respiratory depression were 17.6 times more likely to be detected if monitored by capnog-
raphy, vs. cases not monitored by capnography (95% CI, 2.5-122.1; p<0.004). 

Conclusion: This analysis quantitatively supports the presumption of clinicians administering PSA that EtCO2 monitoring 
is more effective than traditional monitoring modalities for detecting respiratory depression.
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Capturing vital signs for researCH in a multi-bed monitoring environment
Matthias Görges, PhD1; Chris Petersen, PhD2; J Mark Ansermino, MBBCh, FRCPC2 
1Electrical and Computer Engineering Department, University of British Columbia, Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada
2Department of Anesthesiology, Pharmacology & Therapeutics, University of British Columbia, Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada

Background: Capturing vital signs for research activities, such as mea-
suring heart rate variability [1], obtaining data to design, or testing novel 
medical displays [2] or alarm algorithms [3] is traditionally done by 
directly connecting a data capture device to the patient monitor. A novel 
method and device that allow researchers to retrospectively analyze data 
for all patients admitted to an intensive care unit (ICU) is presented. 

Method: A passive tap was installed between the central monitoring 
station and the switch connecting patient monitors. The tap allowed 
unobtrusive capture of the entire data stream sent to the central station 
[4]. A dedicated embedded platform (net5501, Soekris Engineering 
Inc, Santa Cruz, CA) running a minimal OpenBSD operating system 
was permanently connected to the data tap. This reduced the risk of 
connecting and removing a device from the network, interfering with 
data collected by the central station. The device captured the raw data 
transmitted to the central station in a compressed packet capture (PCAP) 
format, partitioned into 1 hr segments, and stored it on an internal hard 
disk. Arbitrary segments of the recorded data could be extracted to a flash drive at any time from the live system. This data extrac-
tion was automatically driven by a spreadsheet table containing a batch list of monitor IDs, start times/dates and durations. To 
prevent unauthorized extraction of protected health information, the capture box transferred data only to authenticated drives and 
provided an audit trail by logging all data transfer requests. The researcher used a universal parser to convert the extracted data 
segments into numeric trends and waveforms in CSV format for further investigation. The parser could decode data from Phillips 
Intellivue and GE Datex-Ohmeda central networks, although support for other Ethernet-based monitor networks can be added. 
This will potentially provide a single interoperable patient data access point for incompatible vendor implementations.

Discussion: A simple and safe method of allowing researchers access to previously captured vital sign information in an 
ICU is presented. Advantages of this solution are 1) low cost and low maintenance, 2) access to comprehensive past data, 
which allows analysis of rare events, 3) secure access to captured data without the need to connect research equipment to 
the live monitoring network, 4) modification of the offline parser is possible due to raw data storage e.g. parameters not 
originally requested by the researcher can be added, 5) the capture box works with any Ethernet based monitor network, 
and 6) boxes can be chained for simultaneous and redundant storage of data from multiple locations, such as the ICU and 
operating rooms. Disadvantages of the method are: 1) a special parser is needed to extract information from the captured 
network packages, 2) using a flash drive is a cumbersome method to extract large chunks of data due to limited transfer 
speed, and 3) data extraction to the flash drive is delayed from the real-time feed by up to one hour due to the internal data 
partitioning. Real-time access to the data is possible from a secondary network interface on the capture box, but requires 
real-time parsing. 

Conclusion: The described capture device provides an easy method to access vital sign information for ICU patients. It 
requires minimal training for the user and reduces the workload for the research group that is providing the device. Finally, 
it can easily be expanded to operating rooms and wards with telemetry monitoring.
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Figure 1: Overview of the patient monitoring network 
with the data tap and capture device.
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tHe fluidometertm: a new intra-operative fluid management aid
Thomas Hemmerling, MSc, MD; E Arbeid; L Tang; S Cyr; M Wehbe; C Zaouter
Dept. of Anesthesiology, McGill University, ITAG Laboratory, Montreal, Canada

Introduction: Intra-operative fluid management requires the anesthesiologist to spend time in calculations in order to give 
the patient the exact volume of fluids according to a vast number of variables, such as patients’ anthropometric data, type 
of surgery, duration of procedure, blood loss, etc, in a fine balance between inputs and outputs. We designed a novel system 
(FluidometerTM) , as an aid for intraoperative fluid management. 

Methods: One hundred patients undergoing either urologic or orthopedic surgery are enrolled and pair-randomized (type 
of surgery) in two groups of equal size each in order to receive either “standard” fluid management (Control group) or 
“FluidometerTM-guided” fluid management. All patients received TIVA automatically delivered by an automated anesthesia 
delivery system (McSleepyTM, 1). Arterial blood gases were obtained every 30 minutes. The FluidometerTM, (Figure), is an 
algorithm which takes into account patient’s anthropometric data, the type of surgery, blood loss and gives a real-time visual 
indication of the patient’s hydration status throughout surgery comparing the “target volume” (fluid volume that the patient 
should have received up to that moment) with the “given volume”. The given volume is manually updated by the anesthe-
siologist every time 500ml of crystalloid or colloid are given, by clicking a special button on a touch screen interface. The 
Hydration status is shown by the FluidometerTM as “very dry”, “dry”, “fair”, “wet” or “very wet” if the given volume is 
respectively -75%, -50%, within ±25%, +50% or +75% than the “target volume” calculated by the FluidometerTM. Patient 
Data as well as the amount of fluid administered, changes in hemoglobin and hematocrit were analyzed with Student’s t-test 
or chi-square test (p<0.05) and are presented as mean (SD). 

Results: (Preliminary results of 22 patients) Patients’ demographic data and length of procedure were similar in the two 
groups of 11 patients each. Mean age and weight was 58 (18) yrs and 79 (15) kg in the FluidometerTM-group (7 men, 4 
women) vs 60 (16) yrs and 80 (16) kg in the Control group (8 men, 3 women). Mean anesthesia duration was 175 (66) min 
(FluidometerTM group) vs 199 (54) min (Control group). The administered fluid volume was significantly less at 1900ml 
(710) in the FluidometerTM-guided group, vs 2900ml (1300) in the standard fluid management group. The relative hemoglo-
bin and hematocrit decrease were significantly lower in the FluidometerTM -group than in the standard fluid group (Table 2).

Conclusion: The FluidometerTM is a novel instrument used to automatically calculate the intra-operative fluid target; it can 
be used as an aid for intraoperative fluid management. Preliminary results show that in comparison to our present stan-
dard fluid administration, it reduces the crystalloid volume given, thus reducing hemoglobin or hematocrit decrease. More 
patients are needed to confirm the potential of this new monitor. 

Reference: 
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Table: Fluid and hemoglobin/-crit changes

Groups FluidometerTM Control P
Fluid during surgery (ml) 1864 ± 710 2909 ± 1281 0.028*
Absolute Hb decrease (g/dL) 1.2 ± 0.6 1.8 ± 1.0 0.067
Absolute Hct decrease (%) 3.8 ± 2.0 5.9 ± 3.1 0.073
Relative Hb decrease (%) 9.6 ± 4.3 16.8 ± 8.7 0.023*
Relative Hct decrease (%) 9.7 ± 4.4 16.8 ± 8.8 0.025*
Initial Hb (g/dL) 11.8 ± 1.6 10.7 ± 2.1 0.153
Minimum Hb (g/dL) 10.7 ± 1.3 9.1 ± 1.8 0.028*
Initial Hct (%) 38.2 ± 5.3 34.5 ± 6.6 0.160
Minimum Hct (%) 34.5 ± 4.2 29.5 ± 5.6 0.029*

Figure: User interface
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‘HSS’ – a novel Hy�brid sy�stem for ConsCious sedation
Thomas Hemmerling, MSc, MD; E Arbeid; L Tang; S Cyr; M Wehbe; C Zaouter
Dept. of Anesthesiology, McGill University, ITAG Laboratory, Montreal, Canada

Introduction: The aim of this project was to determine the performance of an hybrid closed loop sedation system (‘HSS’) 
which integrates a decision support system (DSS) for controlled sedation of patients undergoing knee or hip arthroplasty 
with spinal anesthesia and conscious sedation.

Methods: After Ethics approval and written consent, 120 patients undergoing knee or hip arthroplasty with spinal anesthesia and 
propofol sedation were randomized to receive either automatic sedation (‘HSS’-group, Fig 1) or manually administered propofol 
(Control-group). Bispectral index monitoring (BIS) was used to guide sedation in all patients with a target of 65. The clinical per-
formance of the sedation was defined as “Excellent”, “Good”, “Poor” or “Inadequate”, when the BIS was within 10%, between 
10 and 20%, between 20 and 30% or outside 30% of a target BIS of 65, respectively. In addition, a Decision Support System 
(DSS) which indicated critical events of respiration and hemodynamics via audio-visual alarms and offered decisional aid was 
evaluated (Fig 2). Critical respiratory events were defined as SpO2 <92% and respiratory rate < 8/min. Critical hemodynamic 
event was defined as MAP < 60 mmHg and heart rate <40 bpm. The incidence of critical events detected by the DSS system was 
compared with the incidence of events in the control group as well as the time needed to detect those events and patients’ awake 
time during surgery. Data were analyzed using XLstat 2010 software (data presented as mean, ±SD, p<0.05).

Results: Demographic data and surgery duration were similar in both groups. HSS-group: age, 63 (14) years; weight, 81 
(16) kg; male/female, 27/33; anesthesia duration, 117 (42) min. Control group: age, 70 (12) years; weight, 80 (16) kg; male/
female 23/37; anesthesia duration, 125 (37) min. The number of modifications of propofol doses per hour was significantly 
higher in the ‘HSS’-group at 22 (5) than in the Control group at 5 (2), with no significant difference of propofol dose at 82 
(39) µg kg-1 min-1 in ‘HSS’- group versus 69 (27) µg kg-1 min-1 in the Control group. The control of the sedation was better 
in the ‘HSS’-group (Fig 3). In the HSS-group, the patients’ awake time during surgery was significantly shorter, 5min (8) 
than in the Control group at 14min (14) (Fig 4). All the respiratory and hemodynamic critical events were detected in the 
‘HSS’-group, while in the control group 26% of them were not detected. The delay for the detection of the critical events 
was significantly shorter in the ‘HSS’-group at 8sec (4) than in the control group, at 29sec (21). There were no significant 
differences in physiological parameters in the two groups during surgery.

Discussion: ‘HSS’, a hybrid closed loop sedation system can control sedation better than manually delivered propofol seda-
tion and detects all respiratory and hemodynamic critical events and in a shorter time frame.
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Figure 1: HSS interface Figure 2: Pop-up menu for Critical events

Figure 3: Clinical performance Figure 4: Awake time throughout surgery
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deCrease of Cerebral oxy�gen saturation measured by� absolute  
oximetry� in patients undergoing spine surgery� in prone position
Thomas Hemmerling, MSc, MD; L Tang; E Arbeid; S Cyr; C Zaouter
Department of Anesthesiology, McGill University, ITAG laboratory, Montreal, Canada

Introduction: Prone position in patients undergoing spine surgery causes important cardiovascular and pulmonary distur-
bances. The aim of the present study was to determine incidence and magnitude of the decrease in cerebral oxygen satura-
tion (SctO2) in patients undergoing spine surgery in prone position. 

Methods: Fifty consecutive patients undergoing spine surgery were enrolled. The FORESIGHTTM (CASMED, USA) abso-
lute cerebral oximeter was used to measure left, right and average absolute SctO2 and data were automatically recorded 
every 2 seconds from the awake state to extubation. Standard clinical parameters, bispectral index were continuously 
recorded. Blood gas analysis was performed every 30 min throughout surgery. Data are shown as mean (SD), and were 
analyzed using Spearman’s correlation test, p<0.05.

Results: Patients [aged 59yrs (17), M/F 28/22, ASA I/II/III 15/18/17] showed an absolute baseline SctO2 of 76% (6) during 
the awake state; 68% of the patients showed a SctO2 value below 65% during prone position, while 26% of them showed a 
decrease below 60% (Table 1). Exposure time to SctO2 < 65% was 34% (33) of prone position total time. Exposure time to 
SctO2 < 60% was 18% (24) of prone position total time (Figure 1). During prone position, a significant number of patients 
had a decrease of SctO2 of more than 15%. (Figure 2). The decrease in SctO2 was correlated to patient’s age, duration of 
prone position and the relative decrease of hemoglobin and hematocrit. No other correlations with standard clinical param-
eters were found. The SctO2 decrease disappeared within 10 min in all patients after establishment of supine position.

Conclusions: Prone position during spine surgery is associated with a decrease of SctO2 in a significant % of patients. 
These desaturations are related to the prone position itself and to blood loss. 

Table 1: Exposure under SctO2 thresholds of 65% and 65%.

SctO2
(%)

N
(%)

Exposure time
(min)

Exposure time
(% of prone position)

Duration of prone 
position (min)

SctO2 < 65% 34 (68%) 80 ± 95 34 ± 33 233 ± 88
SctO2 < 60% 13 (26%) 43 ± 58 18 ± 24 238 ± 82

 Figure 1: % of time of SctO2 below 65% and 60%  Figure 2: % of pt with SctO2 decrease 
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Table 2: Correlation between minimum absolute value of SctO2 and clinical parameters.

Correlation test (Spearman) R2 P-value
Minimum absolute value of SctO2

Age -0.326 0.021*
Duration of surgery -0.363 0.010*
Duration of prone position -0.373 0.008*
Relative hemoglobin decrease -0.429 0.003*
Relative hematocrit decrease -0.365 0.012*
Relative peripheral saturation decrease -0.031 0.833
Relative PCO2 decrease -0.168 0.254
Relative PO2 decrease 0.108 0.466
Relative MAP decrease -0.246 0.092
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transContinental anestHesia
Thomas Hemmerling, MSc, MD1; E Arbeid1; L Tang1; S Cyr1; M Wehbe1; F Giunta2; C Zaouter2 
1Department of Anesthesiology, McGill University, Montreal, Canada
2Pisa University, Pisa, Italy

Introduction: Tele-medicine has been used in different fields of medicine to overcome the lack of specialist and improve 
health care. The aim of the study is to determine how anesthesia delivery can be achieved remotely.

Methods: After ethics approval in the remote (Montreal General Hospital, Canada) and local centre (University of Pisa, Italy), 
20 patients undergoing thyroid surgery in Pisa were enrolled. The remote and local set-up were composed of a master-computer 
(Montreal – ‘anesthesia cockpit’), a audio-video-purpose computer (both sites) and a slave-computer (Pisa), respectively. Standard 
internet connection and remote desktop control software were used in both centres. The AV-computer system was used to collect 
images from distant monitoring of the patient, video-laryngoscopic intubation guidance, vital signs, ventilator parameters, view of 
the surgery field throughout the surgery, using HD webcams. [Fig 1]. Pre-operative assessment was performed by anaesthesiolo-
gists in both centres using standard protocols. Standard TIVA (propofol, remifentanil, rocuronium) was automatically delivered 
using a closed-loop system (1) and controlled by the remote centre. The performance of the hypnosis was defined as excellent, 
good, poor or inadequate, when the BIS was respectively within 10%, between 10 and 20%, between 20 and 30% or outside 30% 
of the target BIS of 45. Pain was assessed using Analgoscore with a score ranging from -9 to 9, with ±3 representing excellent 
pain control, -3 to -6 and 3 to 6 good pain control, and -6 to -9 and 6 to 9 inadequate pain control. (2) Data are presented as mean 
(SD) or value, comparison of the pre-op assessment were done by Cohen’s Kappa test, SPSS.

Results: The remotely-controlled closed loop system maintained anesthesia for all patients (4 men, 16 women; age: 44 (13) 
yrs; weight: 66 (14) kg) throughout surgery without any interruption of the internet connection, providing teleanesthetic 
drug infusion during 100% of the time. Out of the 8 parameters of comparison of preoperative assessment, 4 showed per-
fect, 2 good and 2 moderate agreement, respectively [Table 1]. The mean propofol dose was 118 (32) µg/kg/min, the mean 
remifentanil dose 0.28 (0.07) µg/kg/min, the total rocuronium dose 0.63 (0.11) mg/kg; time to extubation was 9.8 (4.0) min. 
The system showed 57 (20) modifications of propofol doses/h and 36 (9) modifications of remifentanil doses per hour. The 
clinical performance was very good and is showed in table 2.

Conclusions: Tele-anesthesia is feasible using remote control of an automated anesthesia delivery system; inadequate con-
trol of hypnosis was influenced by electrocautery (marked as artifact) causing unreliable BIS values. Preoperative assess-
ment using AV-communication showed overall good agreement with standard assessment. 

References:
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Table 1: Comparison of pre-operative assessment

Table 2: Clinical Performance

Figure 1: Video-stream in Montreal from monitoring in Pisa
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loCation independenCe in patient monitoring
Walter Karlen, PhD1,3; Mike Blackstock2; J Mark Ansermino1,3 
1Electrical & Computer Engineering in Medicine Group
2Media and Graphics Interdisciplinary Centre
3Pediatric Anesthesia Research Team, The University of British Columbia, Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada

Introduction: Hospital patients require physiological monitoring throughout their stay. Monitoring requirements depend 
on the hospital unit (e.g. Admission, OR, ICU, ward). Currently, monitoring devices are stationary and are connected by 
wires to sensors and patient. This is cumbersome for both patient and health care providers, and sensors must be discon-
nected when the patient is prepared for transfer between units. Further, sensors located in one unit are often incompatible 
with those in another. We propose a novel concept that simplifies patient monitoring throughout the hospital. 

Method: 

Approach: We propose a two level wireless network (Fig. 1). A personal area network (PAN) is private to the patient and 
is responsible for the control of data communication. The PAN host device connects to all required sensors using a wide 
range of supported protocols (e.g. serial, USB, WiFi and Bluetooth), and is attached to the patient during the entire hospital 
stay. The PAN host then wirelessly transmits the standardized data to a local area network (LAN) that records patient health 
information in a database. This information can be retrieved in real time by either stationary monitoring devices or mobile 
devices of health care providers throughout the hospital network. 

Prototype: The prototype consists of two pulse oximeters (Nonin, USA) connected via Bluetooth and wired connection, 
respectively, to a computer with a Linux operating system that acts as the host for the PAN. The LAN consists of a server 
running a web-based sensor actuator network portal called Sense Tecnic1. A WiFi enabled mobile device is used as the 
monitoring display.

Results & Discussion: Blood oxygen saturation and heart rate trend signals are recorded and displayed in real time at a 
1 Hz update rate. The web-based data portal allows platform independent, real-time monitoring. The PAN allows for easy 
connection of sensors to the patient and facilitates monitoring during patient movement and transportation. This approach 
will facilitate the use of elementary sensors without interruption throughout the hospital. Unit specific sensors can be added 
to the PAN when required. Future work will include geolocation by indoor triangulation using the WiFi network, and size 
reduction of the PAN host.

1. MAGIC Broker
2. An Open and Extensible Platform for the Internet of Things. M. Blackstock, N. Kaviani, R. Lea, A. Friday. Internet of Things 

2010 Conference, 2010, Tokyo, Japan. http://www.sensetecnic.com
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Figure 1: A personal area network (PAN) monitors the patient and transmits the trend data  
to a local area network (LAN) where health care workers can access the signals in real-time.
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design and implementation of an anestHesia data wareHouse  
using open sourCe tools and software
Matthew A. Levin, MD; Patrick J. McCormick, MD; Marina Krol, PhD
Department of Anesthesiology, Mount Sinai School of Medicine, New York, New York

Introduction: Large scale data mining and analysis is becoming critical to achieving the next level of safety and quality in 
anesthesia. For the past four years we have been developing our own single-institution data warehouse, with an emphasis 
on the use of open source tools and software. 

Methods: The current platform is a 3.8Ghz dual processor machine with 6 GB RAM and 1.5 TB disk space, running 
Ubuntu 10.04 (Linux) and MySQL 5.1. The core of the schema is 18 tables containing case data extracted from our AIMS, 
normalized loosely by data type. Surrounding this are several dozen lookup/reference tables. Extensive use of views pro-
vides an abstraction layer should the structure of the base tables change.

On top of this we have built a suite of tools in Perl, using a variant of the “extract transform load” data warehousing para-
digm that we call “load filter transform”. There is one program that is responsible for loading data, and another which 
allows users to query the warehouse. Object oriented design and modularity provides flexibility and extensibility (Table 1).

Results: The warehouse currently contains more than 150GB of data from over 300,000 anesthetics, and growing. The 
largest table, containing physiologic data, has over 3 billion rows. Intelligent use of partitioning on this table allows for fast 
inserts and queries. Typical processing time for a complex research question involving calculations on physiologic data is 
2.5 seconds per case. Next steps include performance optimization and migration to a larger server supported by hospital IT.

Table 1

Program Purpose
Case.pm object that represents a case
crload.pl, CRParser.pm extract data from AIMS and load into warehouse
extract-physio.pl main program for querying the warehouse
Filter.pm logic to filter and clean cases prior to processing
IncludeExclude.pm transforms inclusion/exclusion criteria into SQL
PhysioCalc.pm routines to transform physiologic data
Math.pm, Util.pm, Config.pm common, resusable code
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designing a next generation intra-operative deCision support sy�stem
Patrick J. McCormick, MD; Matthew A. Levin, MD; Marina Krol, PhD
Department of Anesthesiology, Mount Sinai School of Medicine, New York, New York

Introduction: Current generation intra-operative monitoring and decision support technology remains primitive in com-
parison to other information-intensive fields. We hypothesized that open source tools and platforms could be used to build 
a next-generation intra-operative monitoring platform with near real-time decision support capability at low cost and with 
excellent interoperability, extensibility, and performance characteristics.

Methods: Using our institution’s anesthesia information management system (AIMS) for data acquisition, we designed a 
network-based monitoring system that streams intraoperative demographic, drug administration, clinical event, and physi-
ologic data into a central SQL relational database. Server-side heuristic and data analysis algorithms identify events or 
trends of potentially physiologic importance, and then push notifications to the anesthesia workstation. Institutional Review 
Board approval was obtained for our decision support system. An opt-out mechanism allows anesthesiologists to not par-
ticipate in our decision support trials.

Results: Initial implementation of the streaming data collection component took approximately 120 man-hours of work. 
Primary system components are Ubuntu Linux 10.04, MySQL 5.1 and Perl 5.10. The system monitors 87 anesthetizing 
locations and updates the database every 30 seconds, with a latency of 1-2 minutes. Average data per case is only 16 - 20 
KB at case start and less than 1 KB per subsequent update, so bandwidth is not a limiting factor. Assuming worst case 
performance of 2 seconds per file, 30 active locations can be handled without significant processing delay.

Conclusions: Building next generation monitoring and decision support systems is both feasible and cost-effective, pro-
vided baseline data acquisition and computing infrastructure is already in place. Development of such systems is imperative 
in order to provide a platform that will support both the next generation of prospective anesthesia outcomes research and 
continuous quality improvement projects. In the future, real-time quality metrics may become standard of care.
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Closed loop vs. anestHesiologist management of simulated massive HemorrHage
Joseph Rinehart, MD; B Alexander; L Meng; M Cannesson 
Department of Anesthesiology, University of California Irvine, Orange, California

Background: Dynamic predictors of fluid responsiveness like pulse pressure variation have made automated management 
of fluid resuscitation feasible. We present simulation data for a novel closed-loop fluid-management algorithm using pulse 
pressure variation (PPV) as the input variable. The performance of the closed loop was compared to the performance of 
anesthesiologists in managing a simulated hemorrhage. 

Methods: Using a simulator which includes a PPV output, twenty practicing anesthesiology residents and faculty were 
asked to manage fluids and pressors for a one-hour simulated hemorrhage case of 2L blood loss over 20 minutes (group 1). 
One week later, they repeated the simulation, but this time fluids were secretly managed by the closed-loop system while 
practitioner fluid administrations were ignored and only the pressors were entered (group 2). The simulation was also run 
twenty times with only the closed-loop (group 3) and twenty times with no management (group 4). 

Results: Simulated patient weight, height, heart rate (HR), mean arterial pressure (MAP), and cardiac output (CO) were 
similar at baseline. Once the hemorrhage began, the closed loop groups (2&3) intervened significantly earlier than the 
practitioners (group 1) and gave more fluid. The mean and final CO was higher in both closed-loop groups than in the prac-
titioners group, and the coefficient of variance was lower. There was no difference in MAP between intervention groups, 
but all were significantly higher than the unmanaged group. 

Conclusion: Our data demonstrate that closed-loop management of fluid resuscitation is feasible using our novel dynamic-
parameter based algorithm and that this approach can be used to optimize cardiac output.

Table 1: Fluid Management: Practitioners vs. Closed-Loop

Data are reported as mean +/- standard deviation. * p<0.05 vs. groups 2,3, and 4. ** p<0.05 vs. groups 1 & 4.
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preliminary� Comparison of absolute and relative rules  
for identify�ing Hy�pertension in CHildren during anestHesia 
Jonathan Stinson, BSc1; Dorothy Myers1; Dustin Dunsmuir1; Christopher J Brouse2; J Mark Ansermino1 
1Department of Anesthesiology, Pharmacology & Therapeutics, The University of British Columbia, Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada
2Department of Electrical & Computer Engineering, The University of British Columbia, Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada

Introduction: Blood pressure measurements in children during anesthesia are routinely performed and change alerts typically 
use absolute threshold values. As intraoperative hypertension is uncommon in children, a literature review yielded no previous 
publications addressing the event. In adults, however, acute intraoperative increases of blood pressure >20% are considered 
hypertensive emergencies (1). We recently completed an evaluation of intraoperative hypotension rules for use in children (2). 
The same cases and method of evaluation were employed to define rules for the automated detection of hypertension.

Method: Following ethics approval, an expert system for anesthesia was evaluated during routine surgery in children (3). 
Cases were at least one hour in duration and encompassed a variety of surgical procedures. Non-invasive blood pressure 
(NIBP) measurements cycled every 3 minutes, and were recorded. Real time evaluation of events was completed with abso-
lute threshold values and a limited selection of relative deviation rules. A larger set of relative rules was developed post hoc 
using a knowledge authoring tool (3). Relative rules were created to detect increases in mean NIBP over a moving historical 
window, using percent change or standard deviation limits with varying time delays. Retrospectively, one anesthesiologist 
evaluated the entire NIBP trend for each case and marked episodes of hypertension. The anesthesiologist’s opinion was 
chosen as the gold standard for evaluation of each rule. The same cases were automatically evaluated with the assistance 
of a MATLAB program comparing this gold standard and the developed absolute and relative rules.

Results: Nineteen surgical procedures including 6 orthopaedic, 5 general, 4 urological, 3 dental, and 1 ENT (mean duration 
of 171.3 min) performed in children 1.0 to 17.7 years of age (mean 9.2 years) were evaluated. During real time evalua-
tion, a cumulative total of 22 incidences of hypertension were marked, 13 of which were marked as clinically significant. 
Retrospective analysis by the anesthesiologist revealed 32 (gold standard) incidences of hypertension. A performance sum-
mary for both relative and absolute rules in the retrospective analysis is shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Retrospective performance summary of relative and absolute hypertension rules

RULE RESULTS
Deviation Above

Mean NIBP Time Frame (min) Delay (min) Detected 
Events*

Missed 
Events

False 
Events

Sensitivity
(%)

PPV
(%)

Ratio of False/
Missed Events

15% 10 2 19 13 6 59.38 76.00 0.46
15% 10 3 16 16 4 50.00 80.00 0.25
15% 20 0 23 9 20 71.88 53.49 2.22
15% 20 2 23 9 13 71.88 63.89 1.44
15% 20 3 22 10 8 68.75 73.33 0.80
15% 30 0 25 7 21 78.13 54.35 3.00
15% 30 2 24 8 12 75.00 66.67 1.50
15% 30 3 20 12 7 62.50 74.07 0.58
20% 30 2 19 13 5 59.38 79.17 0.38
20% 30 3 17 15 2 53.13 89.47 0.13
2 SD 10 0 31 1 104 96.88 22.96 104.00
2 SD 10 2 4 28 0 12.50 100.00 0.00
3 SD 30 0 21 11 29 65.63 42.00 2.64
3 SD 30 2 6 26 7 18.75 46.15 0.27

ABSOLUTE THRESHOLD RULES

Systolic NIBP ≥160.0 and ≤250 (Adult, 17.0 ≤ age (yr) ≥ 200.0) 0 3 0 0 --- 0
Systolic NIBP ≥140.0 and ≤250 (Child, 1.0 ≤ age (yr) ≥ 16.9) 2 27 4 6.90 33.33 0.15

* Total events of clinically marked hypertension = 32; SD = standard deviations; PPV = positive predictive value
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Discussion: Approximately 60% of alerts in real time evaluation of the initial combined absolute and relative rules were 
considered to be clinically useful. In the retrospective analysis, absolute rules were inadequate in the detection of hyper-
tension in children during anesthesia, as was previously found in the detection of hypotension (2). The following general 
trends were seen in the data: sensitivity of a relative rule was increased with smaller deviations (15% vs 20% and 2 SD 
vs 3 SD), whereas PPV of a rule was increased with a longer historical window (30 vs 10 min) and baseline delay (2 vs 0 
min). Relative rules provide a more robust detection; however, it was found that there are significantly more false alerts. 
Hypertension in children may be less clinically important than hypotension, which would allow a wider limit with longer 
delay to reduce nuisance alerts. Relative rules, specifically percentage change rules, detect hypertension in children during 
anesthesia better than absolute rules.
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failure of noninvasive blood pressure to automatiCally�  
Cy�Cle after software upgrade
Michael Wollenberg, MD; Stephen Robinson, MD
Oregon Health & Science University, Portland, Oregon

While upgrading and standardizing the software on all of our institution’s Philips monitors, the wrong configuration was 
used to clone the anesthesia monitors. Over the course of a few days, 19 of our monitors were reprogrammed to default 
the NIBP to manual instead of automatic cycling q3min. Most providers recognized a problem and simply adjusted their 
monitor settings. Twenty-seven cases (of 303 at risk) went for periods of greater than five minutes (up to 27 minutes) 
without BP cuff recycling or an alternative method of blood pressure monitoring. Nine days passed before an anesthesia 
provider reported the errant monitor behavior. Retrospective chart review showed that no patient had an adverse outcome 
related to the monitor failure.

The system wide upgrade was carried out without sufficient communication with the clinical engineers or anesthesi-
ologists familiar with our monitor configuration. Expectations of monitor behavior within our providers exposed the 
latent programming flaw allowing it to become a patient care flaw. We propose that careful oversight of upgrades 
by providers familiar with their working environment is necessary to avoid this type of problem. Improved monitor 
capabilities such as changing display color, dropping the display, or triggering an alarm as data ages may help to alert 
providers of monitor failure. The presence of monitor capture parameters on anesthesia information systems may 
provide an additional backup alert. Maintaining a culture that is supportive and responsive to feedback from users 
may minimize exposure to these types of errors. 
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sonogram of tHe internal Jugular vein: a feasible non-invasive tool for 
volume assessment of patients undergoing CardiaC surgery�? 
Brooke Albright, MD; Aymen Alian, MD; Raj Modak, MD; Kirk Shelley, MD, PhD; David Silverman, MD; 
Qing Bing Zhu, MD; Susan Garwood, MD; Irena Vaitkeviciute, MD; Salman Haider, MD; Feng Dai, PhD; 
Wanda Popescu, MD
Yale University School of Medicine, Department of Anesthesiology, New Haven, Connecticut, USA 

Background: Intraoperative volume status assessment is important for guiding fluid therapy and optimizing hemodynamic 
management. Traditional accepted methods of volume assessment include measurements of left ventricular end-diastolic 
volume (LVEDV), central venous pressure (CVP), and pulmonary artery diastolic pressure (PAD). However, these methods 
are invasive, expensive, and can potentially subject the patient to complications and therefore, are not applicable in all sur-
gical populations. Instead, less invasive and more reliable methods of evaluating a patient’s volume status are being sought. 
A recent pilot study reports the successful utilization of ultrasonography of the internal jugular vein (IJV) as a noninvasive 
tool to predict CVP in spontaneously breathing critical care patients (1). No study to date has performed ultrasound assess-
ment of the IJV as a possible tool in the operating room to assess volume status and guide fluid management in the surgical 
patient under general anesthesia. This study aims to compare correlations of sonographic measurements of the IJV, CVP, 
and PAD to LVEDV in this population subset. Additionally, current literature suggests positive correlations between pulse 
pressure variation percent (PPV%) and left ventricular end-diastolic area as a reliable measure of fluid responsiveness (2). 
Thus, as a secondary endpoint, we will also evaluate the correlation between PPV% and LVEDV.

Methods: After IRB approval, 18 patients scheduled for cardiac surgery were consented for this prospective observational 
study. Routine anesthetic management for these patients included invasive hemodynamic monitoring (arterial line, CVP, 
PA catheter) and transesophageal echocardiography. Echocardiographic and hemodynamic data were collected at two time 
points: baseline and immediately prior to initiation of cardiopulmonary bypass. We considered LVEDV the gold standard 
for volume status assessment, against which all other measurements were compared (IJV diameters, IJV cross sectional 
area (CSA), PPV%, CVP, and PAD). 

The IJV was measured by placing a linear-phased array transducer on the patient’s left neck, avoiding compression of the 
vessel during image acquisition. The LVEDV was calculated using Simpson’s formula with measurements of the left ven-
tricle obtained in the mid-esophageal four chamber and two chamber views. All measurements of IJV and LVEDV were 
performed under general anesthesia with the patient supine and the ventilator off. Hemodynamic data were collected and 
stored via electronic medical record. The derived PPV% was calculated as the pulse pressure modulation at the respiratory 
frequency divided by mean pulse pressure. All echocardiographic, sonographic, and PPV% data were interpreted offline 
by a blinded investigator. 

Statistical analysis was performed as described by Bland and Altman in which the correlation coefficient between different 
variables was calculated after removing differences between subjects and looking at changes within individual subjects (3). 
P <0.05 was considered significant. 

Results: Of 18 consented patients, only ten were included in the study analysis of IJV diameters/CSA, and only five sub-
jects were included in PPV% analysis. Patients were excluded from the study due to the development of hemodynamically 
unstable arrhythmias, presence of IJV clot, ventricular aneurysm, or severe aortic insufficiency. Average intravenous fluid 
administration and blood loss between the two time points was 950 ml and 400 ml, respectively. The average decrease in 
LVEDV between the two time points was 27%. The relative variation of the other parameters as compared to LVEDV is 
shown in the Table. The best correlation was shown between LVEDV:IJVCSA and LVEDV:IJVAP (p = 0.01), while the 
lowest correlation was between PPV% and LVEDV.

Table 1

Correlation Coefficient between LVEDV and Measured Variables 
IJV AP IJV Lat IJV CSA CVP PAD PPV%

LVEDV R=0.72
(p=0.01)

R=0.51 
(p=0.12)

R= 0.76 
(p=0.01)

R=0.72 
(p=0.02)

R=0.42
(p=0.19)

R= 0.01
(p=0.98)
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To test the reliability of IJV image acquisitions we used the intra-class correlation coefficient (ICC) as a measure of intra-
rater reliability. This test was performed on a separate study group of 10 healthy volunteers in whom the IJV was imaged 
and measured 3 consecutive times. The interclass correlation coefficient between the investigator’s images was 0.94 
(95%CI: 0.84 to 0.98).

Discussion: The data confirm our hypothesis that the sonographic measurement of the IJV correlates with the gold stan-
dard for volume assessment, LVEDV, as well as other parameters such as CVP. This preliminary study offers insight into 
the possibility of using ultrasound as a non-invasive, inexpensive, and user-friendly tool to reliably identify changes in the 
volume status of surgical patients. It appears to be as accurate, if not more accurate, than some other more invasive mea-
sures of volume status (CVP, PAD). In contrast the PPV% had the least correlation with LVEDV and was prone to much 
artifact from arrhythmias, which are frequently seen in the cardiac surgical population. In conclusion, these preliminary 
results show that IJV CSA and AP diameter can be reliably used to track changes in volume status in patients undergoing 
general anesthesia. 

References: 

1. Donahue S, Wood J, Patel B, Quinn J. Correlation of sonographic measurements of the internal jugular vein with 
central venous pressure. Amer J of Emergency Med 2009; 27: 851-855.

2. Preisman S, Kogan S, Berkenstadt H, and Perelz A. Predicting fluid responsiveness in patients undergoing cardiac 
surgery: functional haemodynamic parameters including the Respiratory Systolic Variation Test and static preload 
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apollo vs. fabius Comparison in lung models sHows a differenCe 
Daniel K. O’Neill, MD1; Sanketh Srinivas, BE 2; Nishay Chitkara, MD3; 
Patrick Linton, MD1; Marc Bloom, MD, PhD1 
1NYU Langone Medical Center Department of Anesthesiology, New York, New York
2Polytechnic Institute of NYU Department of Electrical Engineering, New York, New York
3NYU Langone Medical Center Department of Medicine (Pulmonary and Critical Care Medicine), New York, New York

Introduction: Anesthetic ventilators are vital to the safe administration of inhalational anesthetics. There are different 
models of ventilators with unique features which may be important for optimizing mechanical ventilation in pediatric 
and adult surgical patients with obstructive or restrictive lung disease while preventing hypoxemia, hypercarbia, and/or 
barotrauma. This study contrasts two types of anesthesia machine ventilators: The Apollo and Fabius GS. The relative 
position of the anesthesia bag in the circle system of the Apollo lowers the airway resistance compared with the Fabius (1). 
Two lung models were used with each machine for comparison. The first lung model (A), an anesthesia bag, represented 
an ordinary lung. The second lung model (R), an anesthesia bag with resistance, represented an obstructed and/or restric-
tive lung pattern. 

Methods: The two lung models were contrasted using Pressure Limited Volume Control (VC) mode, and Pressure Control 
(PC) mode using graduated independent variable titration and measurement of dependent variables for both the Apollo and 
Fabius anesthesia machines. Slope analysis (least squares method) was performed on the linear portion of the ventilation 
curves. Dynamic compliance Cd = (TV)/(Ppeak) was measured.

Results: In volume mode, lung model A is more compliant than lung model R. The Apollo has more compliance than the 
Fabius, especially in lung model R. In pressure mode, the Apollo A (TV = 1109.8 mL) and Fabius A (TV = 910.6 mL) 
demonstrated a 199.2 difference between the means of the two independent samples. This represents a 5.0 difference in 
dynamic compliance (27.8 vs. 22.8). In volume mode, the Apollo R (Peak = 29 cm H2O, TV = 433.2 mL) and Fabius R 
(Peak = 32 cm H2O), TV = 404 mL) demonstrated a 29.2 difference between the means of two independent samples at set 
tidal volume = 500 mL. This represents a 2.3 difference in dynamic compliance (14.9 vs. 12.6).

Average Dynamic Compliance
Mean + SEM Pressure Mode Volume Mode

Apollo 20.9 + 0.80 17.1 + 0.32
Fabius 17.9 + 0.81 15.9 + 0.52

In pressure mode, lung model A has more compliance than lung model R. The Apollo has more compliance than the 
Fabius, especially in lung model A. Apollo has more dynamic compliance than the Fabius across all pressures and vol-
umes in both lung models.

Summary: Our data suggests that there is reduced mean airway pressure and improved dynamic compliance with the 
Apollo compared to the Fabius. This may be due to the increased resistance from the Fabius machine. Pressure mode seems 
to have increased dynamic compliance compared with the volume mode. Our results suggest that patients with ARDS may 
benefit from the features of the Apollo over the Fabius based on the fact that the arrangement of the circuit requires higher 
mean airway pressures in the Fabius.

References:

1. Olympio MA, Reinke B, Abramovich A. Modern Anesthesia Machines APSF Newsletter 2006;21:43-48.
2. Lichtwarck-Aschoff M, Kessler V, Static versus dynamic respiratory mechanics for setting the ventilator, British 

Journal of Anaesthesia 85 (4): 577-86 (2000).
3. respiratory-research.com
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prototy�ping a mobile appliCation for anestHesia assistants
Matthias Görges, PhD1; Rachelle Barretto, RRT2; Jessie Gagné, INH2; 
Patricia Thomas, BSc, RRT2; J Mark Ansermino, MBBCh, FRCPC2 
1Electrical and Computer Engineering Department, University of British Columbia
2Department of Anesthesiology, Pharmacology & Therapeutics, University of British Columbia, Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada

Background: At BC Children’s Hospital, anesthesia assistants 
(AAs) help the attending anesthesiologist to keep the patient 
safe by ensuring that equipment and tools are maintained and 
readily available, and by providing an “extra pair of hands” 
when needed. However, requesting their presence using a 
phone-based paging system is cumbersome and hard to per-
form from the anesthesia workstation. Therefore, an integrated 
mobile application facilitating information exchange and com-
munication tasks (such as paging) is proposed.

Method: Participatory user-centered design1 with three AAs 
(comprised of shadowing an AA for two shifts, semi-structured 
interviews, and rapid-prototyping display elements) was used 
to develop a mobile application prototype. Cognitive Work 
Analysis2,3 was used to develop hierarchical models, which 
were used to guide the design.

Results: An overview of a preliminary Work Domain Analysis 
(Fig. 1) highlights the balances, general and physical functions, 
and sensors required to complete the frequent tasks. The high-
lighted “aid with intubation” task demonstrates the different ways 
a task can be initiated: For example, a) a request (page) sent by the 
anesthesiologist, b) a reminder based on the anesthetic phase, or c) by 
the AAs themselves looking at the room overview page. 

An example of a potential overview screen, consisting of the 
room number, anesthetic phase and three vital signs (HR, SpO2 
and etCO2) is seen in Fig. 2a. An example of an urgent request 
page, with location information as well as captured vital signs, 
can be seen in Fig. 2b.

Discussion: Work Domain Analysis was found to be a useful tech-
nique to structure information obtained in a user-centered design 
process. It allowed identification of the minimally needed informa-
tion, interaction between display components, and support for the 
most commonly performed tasks. Three AAs involved in this proj-
ect see high potential for the application to improve their workflow 
and communication with other providers in the OR. 

Conclusion: The described mobile application provides an easy method of information exchange and communication 
of, for example, vital signs, paging and chat messages. It has potential to improve situational awareness4 of AAs, thereby 
improving patient safety. Future work will include refinement of the prototype, implementation of the interface on an iPod 
touch (Apple, Cupertino, CA), followed by an evaluation in normal clinical practice. 

References:
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Kaufmann, San Francisco, CA; 2004. 
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Figure 1: Work Domain Analysis for anesthesia assistants 
with the “aid with intubation” task highlighted

Figure 2: Overview and paging screen examples  
of mobile anesthesia assistant display prototype
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measurement of rapidly� CHanging flow rates and assoCiated pressures  
during Cardiopulmonary� by�pass (Cpb)
Matthew A. Joy, MD; Alfred C. Pinchak, PhD, MD, PE; Donald M. Voltz, MD; 
Stanley Pinchak, MSEE; Tejbir S. Sidhu, MD
MetroHealth Campus of Case Western Reserve University School of Medicine, Cleveland, Ohio

Introduction: Our initial work, with Automating Data collection from a CPB system, captured pump outlet pressure 
through use of a conventional pressure transducer connected to our physiologic monitoring system (Intellivue – Philips). 
This technique permitted direct export of the pump outlet pressure into our AIMS database. Additional flow rate and tem-
perature data from the pump were then obtained by an RS-232 Communication Module (CM) obtained from our Terumo- 
Sarns rep. Our AIMS cannot interface directly with an RS-232 port and an Asus Eee PC 901 captured the CM output. As we 
continued our data collection we noted that some bypass cases had frequent, very large excursions, of brief duration, in the 
pump outlet pressure and arterial flow rate. A review of the literature revealed the potential of these excursions to alter the 
cognitive outcomes of patients requiring bypass.1 2 3 Thus we decided to investigate (both in vivo and ex vivo) the measure-
ment of the pressure drop across the CPB Oxygenator (OX) as a means of monitoring the aforementioned flow variations. 

Methods: IntelliVue pressure transducers were connected to pressure ports upstream and downstream of the OX. These two 
pressure signals were directly entered into our AIMS every 15 sec. In addition, these pressure waveforms were also record-
ed by our IntelliVue Information Center (IIC) which can capture and store four waveforms during a case. Typically, EKG, 
A-line, CO2, and Pulse Oximeter waveforms are selected for capture and storage. These stored waveforms may be viewed 
at typical EKG scanning rates (6.25, 12.5, 25 and 50 mm/sec. Data were still recorded from the Pump via the RS-232 CM 
port and the Asus Eee PC. The Pump flows and temperatures are only updated every 66 sec at the CM port. Calibration 
data were recorded during the time prior to initiating bypass. During this time the CPB circuit contains only Plasmalyte. 
Changes in Pump flow rate can be made either slowly and deliberately or very abruptly. For calibration purposes we would 
hold a given flow at a constant value until the CM module reported two or more consecutive, equal values for a flow rate. 
The upstream and down-stream OX pressures were then averaged over the time interval(s) where consecutive flow values 
were constant. Rapid (abrupt) changes in flow rate were plotted for all three of the data sampling rates: 66 sec (CM), 15 
sec (AIMS), 10 milliseconds (IIC).

Results: Transient flows are shown below with both actual patient bypass in process and during off-line calibration runs. It 
is clear that the transient waveforms are not adequately represented by 15 sec samples and 66 sec samples may completely 
miss a pressure excursion (transient) of short duration. (See Figures Below.) The Plasmalyte, off-line calibration curves 
showed a strongly non-linear relationship between the Arterial pump flow and the pressure drop across the OX.

Summary: We have been able to collect all pressure transient and calibration data from the three systems noted above. 
Modification of the sampling rates of both the CM and AIMS systems would be required to obtain clinically useful infor-
mation regarding the effect of pressure excursions on patient cognitive outcomes.

In the Figures shown below Ao refers to the pressure measured just upstream of the OX, ART is the pressure just down-
stream of the OX. ABP is patient radial artery pressure. These names were required by the IIC so that our pump pressures 
would have a high priority ranking, and could then be accepted as one of the four waves stored by the IIC. The Pressure 
transient shown in the first figure below was taken during the calibration tests. The second graph below was recorded near 
the end of a bypass run. The third figure is the start of a bypass session. The y axis on the right is [Flow – L/min] and left 
y axis is mmHg.

Summary: 

1. Ganushchak YM, Fransen EJ, Visser C, de Jong DS, Maessen JG. Neurological complications after coronary artery 
bypass grafting related to the performance of cardiopulmonary bypass. Chest 2004;125:2196–2205

2. Weerwind PW, Maessen JG. The effect of oxygenator mechanical characteristics on energy transfer during clinical 
cardiopulmonary bypass. Perfusion 2011 Jan 26 (1) 39-44

3.  Centrifugal pump inlet pressure site affects measurement. Simon Augustin1, Alison Horton, Warwick Butt, Martin Bennett, 
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real time Qi sy�stem based on automated CompureCord researCH module
Alfred C. Pinchak, PhD, MD; Donald M. Voltz, MD; Matthew A. Joy, MD; Tejbir S. Sidhu, MD
Anesthesiology, Case Western Reserve University, Cleveland, Ohio

Introduction: Previous reports have detailed our use of Windows API Calls to automate data extraction from our AIMS 
server via the CompuRecord Research Module(RM). This report details extensive trials of a QI system based on this auto-
mated, “real time” data extraction and analysis of anesthesia case data from all of our anesthetizing locations. 

Methods: When the “Exit OR” event is selected by the Anesthesia Team (AT) the entire case data is made available in 
the AIMS WSave Folder Using the RM we monitor the WSave Folder and quickly extract all the case data, including all 
the Vital Signs, into an Access 2003 database, that resides in a temporary folder, and is separate from the VBA Access Db 
which controls the RM. VBA code modules, queries and reference tables are then transferred into this separate Db by the 
Controlling Db. Preparation of QI reports, printing of these reports and/or emailing them to the AT members is completed 
during the time the patient is being transported from the OR to the PACU. Once the QI reports and emails have been com-
pleted, the Db with the RM extracted data and the snapshot images of the QI reports are transferred to the G: drive for 
archival storage. The controlling Db must also restore the RM to its prior status so that monitoring of the WSave folder 
can be resumed. When the AT reopens the case to complete the PACU summary tasks the case data is removed from the 
WSave Folder. The case data reappears when the AT closes the case with the Anesthesia End event. The aforementioned 
data extraction, report preparation and emailing procedures are all repeated a second time. This permits comparison of 
the case information in the AIMS at the Exit OR and Anesthesia End times – this provides a way to measure the charting 
capabilities of AT members and assess the effectiveness of the QI reporting process.

Results: Our system has been tested extensively by processing all cases that transiently pass thru the WSave file. Beside 
the current, ongoing OR cases, WSave also will hold cases whenever completed cases are reviewed for clinical, teaching or 
billing purposes. These other cases are mixed in with the current OR cases, so it is not uncommon to have the RM extracting 
multiple cases during the hospital’s day shift. Table 1 gives the distribution of new cases appearing in the WSave Folder 
during a typical weekday. The actual time for RM data extraction is only 5 to 10 sec per case. Most of the cycle time that 
occurs when data are extracted is related to working with the RM. After 3 to 4 days of continuous operation, the control-
ling Db will expand in size from about 20 megabytes to more than 2 gigabytes due to accumulation of temporary files. 
Once the 2 gigabyte limit is exceeded the system crashes. To avoid this problem the controlling Db must be ‘compacted 
and repaired”.

Table 1

Count New Cases 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Count Of Count 2638 159 53 31 12 2 3 1
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a novel retrofittable anestHesia agent alarm monitor
Allan Shang, MD, MSE1,2,; Eugene Moretti, MD1 
1Duke University Medical Center, Department of Anesthesiology, Durham, North Carolina
2The Fitzpatrick Institute for Photonics, Duke University School of Engineering, Durham, North Carolina

Recall of intra-operative events occurs in approximately 0.1% of all general anesthetics1. Many of these patients experience 
devastating psychological consequences such as post traumatic stress disorder, and despite awareness monitors, malprac-
tice claims citing recall have remained relatively constant2. One frequent and avoidable cause of anesthetic recall is an 
undetected empty vaporizer. It has been recognized in the anesthesia safety literature that the lack of an “empty” alarm on 
non-powered vaporizers is a glaring deficiency3. We now present the first such alarm, which is completely self contained, 
rechargeable, safe, effective and completely retrofittable. 

In an effort to addrwf the sight glass. The An-AlarmTM is manufactured from the highest quality inert materials and is 
designed to the highest tolerances. The An-AlarmTM uses a proprietary infrared detection system designed to be completely 
harmless to the naked eye, efficient in its power consumption, yet accurate and timely in its function. The An-AlarmTM 
features a visual and auditory alarm set to trigger when the liquid agent level in the sight glass indicates ten percent of 
reservoir capacity. The following figures illustrate the form and function of this novel device.

Figure 2: The An-AlarmTM as installedFigure 1: The An-AlarmTM

Figure 3: Close up of the An-AlarmTM display 
and control system. Scan with barcode reader.

1. Pollard RJ,Coyle JP, Gilbert RL, Beck J. Intraoperative awareness in a regional medical system. A review of 3 years 
data. Anesthesiology 2007;106:269–74.

2. http://www.apsf.org/newsletters/html/2008/summer/02_qanda.htm
3. http://www.asahq.org/Knowledge-Base/Patient-Safety-Performance-and-Outcomes/ASA/Awareness-During-

General-Anesthesia--ASA-Closed-Claims-Database-and-Anesthesia-Awareness-Registry.aspx
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impaCt of Central Hy�povolemia on pHotopletHy�smograpHiC waveform 
parameters in HealtHy� volunteers. part 1: time domain analy�sis
Aymen A. Alian, MD; Nicholas J. Galante, BS; Salman Haider, MD;  
David G. Silverman, MD; Kirk H. Shelley, MD, PhD
Department of Anesthesiology, Yale University School of Medicine, New Haven, Connecticut

Introduction: Lower body negative pressure (LBNP) is an excellent model for hypovolemic 
circulatory stress1, since it rapidly decreases central blood volume by sequestering blood in 
the lower extremities through application of negative pressure around the legs and abdo-
men. We hypothesize that during a hypovolemic challenge such as Lower body negative 
pressure (LBNP), a preservation of ear PPG characteristics and a decrease in finger PPG 
characteristics will be seen. Our study sought to explore changes in PPG waveform param-
eters; height, peak area, width 50, maximum and minimum slope (figure 1) and to determine 
which components of the PPG waveform could serve as early indicators of reduction in 
central blood volume during LBNP in spontaneously breathing volunteers. Previous work 
has demonstrated a differential vasoconstrictive response in the finger vs. ear during cold 
pressor testing2 , the decreased height of the finger was attributable to greater adrenergic 
activity in this region.

Methodology: With IRB approval, eleven healthy volunteers age 24-37 underwent a lower 
body negative pressure (LBNP) protocol consisting of a 3 min baseline and successive 3 
min intervals at baseline, 30, 75 and 90 mm Hg (or until the subject became symptomatic). 
Subjects were monitored with finger and ear pulse oximeter probes, ECG, and finger arte-
rial blood pressure monitor. Data recorded and analyzed with commercially available soft-
ware (Chart, ADInstruments). Data are presented as median and inter-quartile range (IQR). 
Friedman ANOVA and Wilcoxon test were used to identify changes in hemodynamic and 
plethysmographic variables, P < 0.017 was considered statistically.
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Results: There were no significant changes in the blood pressure variables at 30 mmHg, but at and beyond 75 mmHg, the 
decreases in systolic, mean and pulse pressure were significant as the increase in diastolic pressure. Heart rate increased 
significantly by 30 mmHg, reaching a maximum of 75.4% above baseline at symptomatic phase. Finger PPG height, peak 
area, width 50 and maximum slope decreased significantly at LBNP 30 mmHg and reached declines of 59.4%, 76.9%, 
27.4% and 51.6%, respectively, during the symptomatic phase (table 1). Ear PPG height, peak area, width 50 and maximum 
slope did not change significantly at LBNP 30 mmHg, but declined significantly at 75 mmHg. During the symptomatic 
phase, the respective declines reached 39.3%, 61.0%, 21.4% and 34.9% (figure 2).

Discussion: Systolic, diastolic and mean finger arterial blood pressures together with pulse pressure were well preserved. 
While finger plethysmographic waveforms characteristics showed significant reduction (p < 0.017); peak area (38.4%), 
height (25.6%) max slope (23.5%) and width 50 (8.6%). On the other hand, ear plethysmographic waveform characteristics 
were not significantly changed. This suggests that finger plethysmographic waveform parameters (height, peak area, width 
50, maximum and minimum slope) might be used as a monitor of sympathetic tone. On the other hand, the ear plethysmo-
graphic waveform, because of its location, appears to be more reflective of central hemodynamic changes.

Conclusion: PPG waveform parameters may prove to be sensitive and specific as early indicators of blood loss. These 
PPG changes were observed before profound decreases in arterial blood pressure. The relative sparing of central cutaneous 
blood flow is likely parasympathetic in nature when compared to a peripheral site where there is high sympathetic tone 
and vasoconstriction

References: 

1. J Gravit Physiol. 2001;8((2)):1-14., 2. Anesth Analg 2001; 92- 1483-86
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impaCt of Central Hy�povolemia on pHotopletHy�smograpHiC waveform 
parameters in HealtHy� volunteers. part 2: freQuenCy� domain analy�sis
Aymen A Alian, MD; Nicholas J Galante, BS; Salman Haider; Lars G Grimm, BS;  
David G Silverman, MD; Kirk H Shelley, MD, PhD
Department of Anesthesiology, Yale University School of Medicine, New Haven, Connecticut

Background: The photoplethysmographic (PPG) waveforms are modulated by respiratory, cardiac and autonomic nervous 
systems. PPG had two components; the AC component reflects arterial pulse volume variation while the DC component 
reflects the constant absorption and scattering of light by bone and non-pulsatile venous blood. Lower body negative pres-
sure (LBNP) has been used as an experimental tool to simulate loss of central blood volume (e.g., hemorrhage) in humans. 
Heart rate variability has been reported to reflect autonomic (sympathetic and vagal) activities. The efferent vagal activity 
is a major contributor to the HF component (0.15-0.4 Hz), while the LF component (0.04-0.15 Hz), which is considered as 
a parameter that includes both sympathetic and vagal influences. It has been shown that the standard deviation of the R-R 
interval (RRISD) can be used as an index of cardiac vagal tone.The aim of our research is to understanding the physiology 
of progressive central hypovolemia that leads to cardiovascular decompensation and try to develop effective indicators that 
predict the magnitude and/or rate of progressive hemorrhage before the onset of hemorrhagic shock.

Methodology: With IRB approval, 11 volunteers 
underwent a LBNP protocol at baseline, 30, 75, and 
90 mm Hg (or until the subject became symptomatic). 
Subjects were monitored with finger and ear pulse 
oximeter probes, ECG, and finger arterial blood pres-
sure monitor. Amplitude density of low frequency 
(0.05-0.11 Hz), intermediate frequency (0.12-0.18 
Hz), respiratory (0.19-0.3 Hz) and cardiac (0.75-2.5 
Hz) components were computed during different 
phases of lower body negative pressure protocol. 
Heart rate variability (HRV) was analyzed to the 
following RMSSD (square root of the mean of the 
squared differences between adjacent NN intervals), 
high frequency (0.12-0.18 Hz) to eliminate the influ-
ence of respiration and low frequency (0.05-0.11 Hz). 
Data are presented as median and inter-quartile range. 
Friedman ANOVA and Wilcoxon test were used to 
identify changes in hemodynamic and plethysmo-
graphic variables, P < 0.017 was considered statisti-
cally significant.

Results: 

• With the progressive increased in LBNP, heart rate increased significantly while systolic, mean and pulse pressure 
finger arterial blood pressures declined slowly. 

• There were significant reduction in RMSSD, high frequency (0.12-0.18 Hz) and low frequency (0.05-0.11 Hz) 
power of heart rate variability at LBNP 75 mmHg. 

• There was significant reduction in the cardiac modulation of finger PPG spectral analysis which is consistent with 
the reduction in the pulse pressure of the finger arterial blood pressure.

•  Ear plethysmographic waveforms spectral analysis had different scenario: 
 - shift in the amplitude density from the cardiac component to the respiratory component is evidence of progres-
sive hypovolemia with reduction in pulse pressure and increase in the respiratory induced variations (Figure 1).

 - At LBNP of 75 mmHg, there were a significant increase (>140% increase from the baseline) in intermediate 
frequency (0.12-0.18 Hz) and significant reduction (>58%) in cardiac modulation amplitude density. At the 
meantime and during the same LBNP phase, the high frequency amplitude density of HRV which has same 
frequency, (0.12-0.18 Hz), showed significant reduction (> 80%) from the baseline. 
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Figure 1: Autonomic, respiratory and cardiac modulation  
of the ear plethysmographic waveforms during LBNP phases
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 - At the symptomatic phase; there was a shift in ear plethysmographic modulation from the intermediate fre-
quency to respiratory frequency with an increase in the respiratory modulation to ≥ 175% from the baseline. 

 - The cardiac modulation of ear plethysmographic waveform at the symptomatic phase continued to decrease till 
it reached > 59% of the baseline value.

Conclusions: The pulse oximeter waveform contains a complex mixture of the influences of arterial, venous, autonomic, 
and respiratory systems on the central and peripheral circulation. The occurrence of autonomic modulation needs to be 
taken into account when studying signals that have their origins from central sites (e.g. ear and forehead). The occurrence 
of autonomic modulation needs to be considered when studying signals that have their origins from central sites (ear). The 
use of the photoplethysmogram to monitor autonomic balance is intriguing and needs further investigation.
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Comparing CapnograpHy� alarm limits used in differing Care environments
Greg Spratt, BS, RRT, CPFT; Rachel Weissbrod, B Pharm, MBA; David Lain, PhD, JD, RRT
Oridion Capnography, Needham, Massachusetts

Introduction: Alarm settings on capnography monitors are important and have the potential to prevent untoward events 
and even deaths by alerting caregivers to dangerous situations such as apnea and significant changes in CO2 levels. 
However, excessive alarms including clinically-irrelevant alarms (‘nuisance alarms’ or false-positive alarms created 
by artifact) have been shown to desensitize caregivers to clinically-significant alarms and become a threat to patient 
safety.1,2,3 In addition, they are a source of aggravation to patients and family members, potentially reducing compliance 
with monitoring. Recently, algorithms have been developed which have been shown to significantly reduce such clini-
cally insignificant alarms.4,5

Our goal was a secondary analysis of data from an alarm survey of experienced users of capnography to compare cap-
nography alarm settings commonly used between multiple care environments. Due to differing monitoring needs in each 
environment, alarm settings used may differ and such information may be useful to new users in developing their own alarm 
limit protocols or defaults for each care environment. 

Methods: A survey of experienced capnography users was conducted using a web portal (SurveyMonkey.com). Results 
for the entire group across all care environments are described in a separate paper. In this secondary analysis, data was 
reviewed and averages analyzed (Microsoft Excel) by individual care environments.

Results: Twenty one experienced users responded for adult applications of capnography. Responses were received from 
five different care environments. Average values for responses from each environment are presented below. 

Table 1 – Average Capnography Alarm Limits Used by Care Environment

Environment Respondents
etCO2 
High

etCO2 
Low

FiCO2 
High

RR 
High

RR 
Low

No Breath 
Delay

Procedural Sedation 6 52.5 23.0 6.3 24.0 6.6 17.1
Emergency Depart. 6 50.8 24.5 11.5 28.3 8.3 13.2
General Floor 4 60.0 8.5 6.8 45.0 4.5 27.5
OR-PACU 3 56.7 19.3 3.0 24.0 8.0 19.3
Intensive Care Unit 2 50.0 25.0 NA 32.0 9.0 15.0
All 21 53.8 20.2 7.3 30.3 7.1 18.3

Conclusions: Capnography use has expanded to multiple care environments across the hospital. Alarm limit requirements 
may vary significantly from one environment to the next based on patient needs. Clinical users in these environments may 
be less familiar with capnography and having access to alarms limits from experienced users may assist new users in devel-
oping their own alarm limits settings. Each institution and ordering physician should recognize that alarm limits should be 
adjusted based on the population being served and specific patient needs.

References:

1. Lawless ST. Crying wolf: false alarms in a pediatric intensive care unit. Crit Care Med. 1994 Jun;22(6):981-5.
2. Koski EM, Mäkivirta A, Sukuvaara T, Kari A. Frequency and reliability of alarms in the monitoring of cardiac 

postoperative patients. Int J Clin Monit Comput. 1990 Apr;7(2):129-33.
3. Tsien CL, Fackler JC. Poor prognosis for existing monitors in the intensive care unit. Crit Care Med. 1997 

Apr;25(4):614-9.
4. Smart Alarm Respiratory Analysis (SARA) used in capnography to reduce alarms during spontaneous breathing. 

Colman J, Coleman J, Lain D. Society for Technology in Anesthesia. 2008. http://www.anesthesia-analgesia.org/
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5. Hockman S, Glembot T, Niebel K. Comparison of capnography derived respiratory rate alarm frequency using 
the SARA algorithm versus an established non-adaptive respiratory rate alarm management algorithm in bariatric 
surgical patients. Respiratory Care 2009; 54:1582
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eleCtroniC traCKing and reporting of anestHesiology� postoperative  
visits using an ipad appliCation
Jason Lane, MD, MPH; Brian Rothman, MD; Paul St. Jacques, MD
Vanderbilt University Medical Center, Nashville, Tennessee

Introduction: Regulations and guidelines from entities such as CMS and the ASA toward ensuring compliant and com-
plete postoperative anesthesiology assessments necessitate improved methods of recording and tracking these visits. We 
expanded an existing perioperative documentation suite to include an integrated postoperative component. We then created 
an iPad application to facilitate data entry while visiting the patient postoperatively at the bedside. 

Methods: An AIMS (GasChart) was modified to generate a list of pending post-operative evaluations by comparing a one 
day old surgical schedule to a current hospital inpatient list. Pending evaluations were presented in a list fashion accessed 
from the main screen of the iPad application. Each individual postop was recorded on separate screens built into the AIMS 
system. Fields were included to allow for follow up visits, and critical event reporting. When each encounter is completed 
and documented, an electronic PDF of the encounter is automatically sent by the system to the EMR. A second de-identified 
copy of the PDF is sent to the primary anesthesiologist who cared for the patient via secure email.

Conclusion: Information technology can be used to successfully create an auditable and traceable post-anesthesia evalua-
tion note. Integrating the post-anesthesia note into a frequently used AIMS documentation system enables users to leverage 
existing systems knowledge such as patient admission status and patient location to facilitate use of postoperative rounding 
time. By utilizing a portable iPad application to enter data into the AIMS, efficiency is optimized. We plan to deploy this 
system at our institution in the near future.
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aCCuraCy� of patient identifiCation in blood produCt administration:  
tHe role of barCodes
Franklin L Scamman, MD; John Kemp, MD
University of Iowa Hospitals and Clinics, Iowa City, Iowa

Introduction: Ensuring that a patient always receives the correct blood product is known to be very difficult and reducing 
transfusion error is a national patient safety goal. In recent years, the standard mechanism has used the Typenex system 
where a wrist band with identification code is placed on the patient and peel-off labels with the same code are placed on 
the blood-sample tube and the blood-product requisition. The blood bank then sends the blood product to the operating 
room along with the code. Prior to transfusion, 2 people verify that the code on the patient’s wrist matches the codes on the 
bag and chart copy. This system is known to be unreliable as the 2-person check is subject to lapses and bypassing without 
the ability to audit the check. We have instituted a comprehensive computerized barcode scanning system to decrease the 
probability of misadministration of a blood product. 

Methods: Software was written for our in-house-developed healthcare information system for proper identification match-
ing for transfusion samples, blood products and patients. This program has 8 functions: 1) printing barcode labels that 
contain the patient’s name, hospital number and its barcode, date of birth and date and time of printing. Barcode printers 
are located in each OR. The patient’s wristband ID is a barcode label; 2) scanning at the time of blood draw to verify that 
the barcodes on the patient’s wrist band, blood tube and requisition are identical; 3) verifying tube and requisition match – 
and recording to a database- when the sample arrives in the blood bank; 4) matching the release requisition, patient ID and 
blood product ID when blood products are dispensed from the blood bank – and recording to a database; 5) verifying by 
scanning at the time of administration that the patient’s wrist band barcode matches the patient ID and blood-product-ID 
barcodes on the bag (from step 4); 6) establishing a proxy function so that a secondary barcode label within the OR may be 
scanned if the patient’s wrist is not available; 7) scanning units returned to the blood bank; and 8) creating a history  and 
reconciliation function so that any discrepancies between units dispensed, administered and returned can be detected and 
investigated. 

Results: In the 6 years that the system has been functional, the history function has recorded over 700,000 scans. During 
this time, we have documented only 1 misadministration of a blood product and that occurred as the system was being 
rolled out on a unit where it was being used for the first time. There have been no misadministration events detected since 
then. Potential mismatches between patient and product have been detected (and misadministration prevented) at a rate of 
1.3 events per month. 

Comments: Prior to implementing the system, our interval of misadministration was about 1.25 years. If one considers 
the rate at which mismatches are prevented and the rate of failure to scan (about 1%), we estimate that the average interval 
between misadministration events is now about 9 years. Besides the enhancement of safety, another valuable aspect is that 
the 2-person check is no longer needed. In practice, a unit can be verified every 8 seconds with a positive verification giving 
a green background for 4 seconds and a negative giving a red background requiring operator input to clear. The system has 
provided a powerful new way to comprehensively track and analyze errors in the transfusion process. We hope to integrate 
the system with our new hospital information system (Epic) in the near future. 
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